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ABSTRACT
In recent times, an abundance of government information is made publicly available including the documented meetings and votes in the Danish Parliament. Natural Language Processing (NLP) provides methods to process large bodies of texts
and represent the contents as quantitative representations. The NLP method of
sequence-classification can be used to identify the political efforts made to combat
climate change. However, no sequence-classifier currently exists capable of identifying climate-related political quotes and bills in Danish, enabling the analysis of such
political efforts. Here I show a manually labelled dataset can be used to train the
climate-classifier, KlimaBERT, based on the transformer-architecture, able to identify
political quotes from the Danish Parliament related to climate change, achieving an
F1-score of 0.97. The model is used to annotate two datasets containing all public
meetings and votes extracted from the Danish Parliament’s official website in the
period from 2012 to 2022. By analysing the annotated datasets, I found that the
politicians are speaking increasingly more about climate-related topics, while the
current proportion of proposed climate-related bills is at the same level as in 2012.
Furthermore, the politicians’ individual interpretations of the climate-related bills
are defined by the cosine similarity between a sequence-embedding representing
each individual’s climate-related quotes, and a sequence-embedding representing
the summary of the vote in question. The similarities scores are included in combination with historical voting-data to train a model able to predict how the politicians vote on climate-related bills, achieving a macro F1-score of 0.72. My results
indicate a congruence between how the members of the Danish Parliament speak
about and vote on climate-related topics. I anticipate the KlimaBERT-model, the annotated datasets, and the vote prediction-model can be a starting point for more
sophisticated approaches providing deeper insights into the political efforts made
to combat climate change.
—————————————————————————————————–
Index terms:
NLP, sequence-classification in Danish, climate change, political quotes, fine-tuning,
KlimaBERT, sequence embeddings, vote prediction, government transparency
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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
motivation

It can be a difficult task for the average citizen to understand the political efforts
that are currently being made to combat climate change and the complexity they
encompass. The effects of climate change have been proven by scientific measurements and are now, due to a digital and globalised world, more visible and gaining
attention worldwide as one of the hot political topics. Political promises about engaging in climate-friendly politics may be less measurable and less transparent than
rising temperatures and water levels. However, we are living in a digital age where
specialised digital tools are available, which can help increase the understanding of
the political engagement and efforts being done to fight climate change. Therefore,
my main motivation for this thesis is increasing government transparency, mostly
related to climate politics, by sharing the findings produced by using these specialised tools. What is meant by government transparency and why these tools are
required are explained in the following paragraphs.
The current digital age, where the availability of information is greater than ever
before, allows Danish citizens to effortlessly access governmental information from
transcribed meetings to videotaped debates inside the Danish Parliament. More
simple information such as summarised voting-results might be easily read and
understood by the average citizen. However, more complex information, such as
hour-long debates and regulatory meetings in the parliament, might be too timeconsuming or too difficult to grasp. Luckily, state-of-the-art tools are freely available
and are continuously being improved to solve tasks such as reading and analysing
large number of texts and synthesising its users’ desired findings. Overall, this
is defined as Natural Language Processing (NLP); a processing method allowing
lengthy and complex texts to be translated into quantitative representations. One
of the subtasks within NLP is the classification of single sentences or larger bodies
of texts, e.g., whether a political statement is addressing climate change or not.
As texts can be translated into quantitative representations, additional Machine
Learning (ML) techniques can be applied in unison to develop and train customised
hybrid models to perform highly specific classification tasks. Within this paper, the
ability of quantifying governmental information will be applied to analyse the Danish politicians’ statements and quotes about climate change, as well as their individual votes on climate-related topics. Additionally, I seek to combine both NLP and
ML state-of-the-art tools and techniques to propose an approach on how an abundance of publicly available data from a parliament can be summarised efficiently
and made understandable to the average citizen, thus increasing government transparency. This will include a proof-of-concept model that applies both NLP- and
ML-concepts to predict how individual politicians might vote on future climaterelated bills.
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research problem

The overall problem can be defined as the following research question:
How can political quotes from the Danish Parliament related to climate change
be identified using NLP? And further, is it possible to predict how Danish politicians will vote on climate-related bills by using the analysis of the climate-related
quotes?
The research problem will be further investigated through the sub-questions:
I. How can a general definition of “climate-related” be derived and applied to
manually label a dataset?
II. How can the first climate-classification NLP-model for Danish be trained to
identify climate-related texts?
III. How do Danish politicians both speak about and vote on climate-related topics and what overall patterns can be detected?
IV. How can a model based on historical voting-data from the Danish Parliament
be developed to predict how politicians vote on climate-related topics?
V. Are political quotes said in the parliament congruent with politicians’ votingpatterns, and how can the quotes be used to improve the performance of the
vote prediction-model?
By answering the overall research question, this thesis seeks to contribute to the
Danish NLP field by documenting the usage of some of the latest techniques while
making all datasets and models publicly available on GitHub (Kristensen and Gyrst,
2022), which I hope motivates further research within this specific field.

1.3

outline of the chapters of the thesis

The thesis is organised as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the background of the
thesis and relevant research already conducted in the field. Chapter 3 defines the
datasets required to answer the research question. This is required because no publicly available datasets currently exist which contain labels for Danish texts that are
considered climate-related. Chapter 4 defines core NLP- and ML-concepts and the
overall approach used to answer each of the sub-questions defined above. Chapter 5
describes the architecture and training of the first climate-classifier for Danish texts.
Furthermore, the climate-classification model will be used to create the annotated
datasets, which will be analysed in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 presents the architecture
and training of the vote prediction-model, using selected features from the annotated datasets based on the findings from the analysis. The chosen methods and
central findings are discussed in Chapter 8, where I also propose some additional
perspectives for future work. Finally, the thesis is concluded in Chapter 9 where the
research question and supporting sub-questions are answered.

2

2

BACKGROUND AND
S T A T E - O F -T H E - A R T

This chapter will present the theoretical background of the thesis in relation to the
state-of-the-art research already conducted in the field. The first section presents
data-driven approaches to politics and research activities related to the prediction
of politicians’ voting-patterns. Hereafter, I will describe selected techniques and
tools previously used to effectively train models able to perform NLP-tasks related
to climate change, i.e., sequence-classification, topic-analysis, and stance-detection.
The last section will include relevant advancements in the Danish NLP field related
to the development of classification-models.

2.1

data-driven approaches to politics and prediction of voting-patterns

When analysing the political landscape, machine learning can be used effectively
to synthesise findings from large datasets to test hypotheses and visualise patterns
in complex data (Geron, 2019). Machine learning tools can help dealing with the
information overload that citizens might experience and can help increase the transparency of publicly available data. When analysing data mainly represented as
texts, multiple data-driven approaches are developed to process unstructured textual data (Jurafsky and Martin, 2020). This section includes a brief exploration of
the state-of-the-art tools used in recent related research to analyse political quotes
and predict politicians’ voting-patterns. The size of the Danish NLP field is still
relatively small compared to the state of the NLP field in English; however, I will
include highly relevant research using NLP tools developed for Danish texts.
A study part of a larger project named Digital Democracy that aims to increase
government transparency at the state level in the United States suggests the use of
NLP to process legislative texts (Budhwar et al., 2018). Various NLP-techniques are
used to extract relevant features from the texts such as sentiment features, speaking time, and use of keywords. The features are used to train a machine learning
model able to predict how a politician will vote on a given bill. Random Forest
Classification Scikit-learn (2022b) and a neural model using tensor representations
of the texts (TensorFlow, 2022) are used in the study, and the best performing vote
prediction-model achieves an F1-score of 0.83.
Besides the processing of legislative documents, other data-driven approaches have
been applied to analyse individual politicians’ quotes or claims in political debates
(Lehmann, 2021; Lippi and Torroni, 2016). Other studies within the field of NLP
present approaches for fact-checking of claims, and generally require a source of
factual information to cross-check individual claims, e.g., the DanFEVER dataset
for verifying claims in Danish (Nørregaard and Derczynski, 2021). A recent study
has developed a model for stance detection of political quotes, where quotes from
Danish politicians are analysed in relation to immigration politics (Lehmann, 2021).
The study presents the use of NLP-techniques to create embeddings of multiple
political quotes representing how a given party or individual politicians talk about
immigration. More specifically, Word2Vec-embeddings (Gensim, 2022) are used to
embed text sequences in a contextual space, making it possible to compare embeddings of different text sequences.
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nlp-models developed to perform tasks related to climate change

A recent study has analysed American politicians’ engagements in climate-related
topics on Twitter using information from over 1 million tweets (Yu et al., 2021). The
researchers use keyword-search and crowd-sourcing to identify and manually label
the climate-related texts. The researchers present the NLP-techniques called Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)-based and Word2Vec-based topic modelling, making it
possible to analyse the abundance of climate-related statements. A more simple
approach is presented in a study analysing the temporal development of the engagement in climate-related topics in the British Parliament (Gabbatis, 2019). They
use a keyword-search on "climate change", "global warming", "greenhouse effect",
and "climate crisis/emergency/catastrophe" to identify the climate-related quotes.
Additional NLP-techniques related to stance detection can be used to support the
analysis of both the topics or keywords used in climate-related political quotes. In
a recent study, researchers have created a dataset of stance-labelled global warming
sentences and trained a classifier to analyse the stances of different media outlets
in climate-related articles (Luo et al., 2020a). By using keyword-search and crowdsourcing, the researchers can identify and manually label a subset consisting of
2.000 sentences. The rest of the total dataset is annotated by the trained classifier,
which is based on the pre-trained BERT model (Devlin et al., 2018). A different
study, also using the pre-trained BERT-model, has used a similar approach to create
the climate-classifier ClimateBERT (Webersinke et al., 2021). The climate-classifier
is able to perform classification of sentences and predict if they are climate-related.

2.3

pre-trained nlp-models for danish

A great deal of recent progress has been made in the Danish NLP field. This
is especially reflected in the increasing amount of available resources, such as labelled datasets and pre-trained models. Models such as DaBERT Certainly (2021)
and Ælæctra (Højmark-Bertelsen, 2021) are trained on large bodies of texts and can
be used to process and understand sentences in Danish. These models also serve
as a basis for transfer learning to train more specialised models faster and with use
of less computational resources (Hugging-Face, 2022a). An example of this is the
recent project utilising the pre-trained Ælæctra model to develop a classifier that
can label whether a Facebook comment is acknowledging or not (Analyse og Tal,
2021).
Other NLP-models such as Word2Vec (Gensim, 2022) provide ways to transform
individual words into embeddings comparable to the embeddings of other words.
A similar model is developed for Danish texts by Sørensen (2020), and provide ways
of contextualising texts and compare them. This can be done using pooling operations of the word-embeddings to create sequence-embeddings (Shen et al., 2018).
The aforementioned study analysing political quotes from Danish politicians uses
an average pooling operation to improve the predictive power of classification models (Lehmann, 2021).
On a larger scale, NLP-related research activities and units are present at Denmark’s
largest universities ITU (ITU, nd), KU (KU, nd), DTU (DTU Biosustain, 2021), and
SDU (SDU, 2022). Therefore, I expect the amount of available resources to increase
significantly over the coming years. This thesis is no exception, and in order to
contribute to the Danish NLP field, all created resources will be publicly available
(Kristensen and Gyrst, 2022).
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DATA S E T S

In this chapter, the overall process of defining, gathering, and preparing the datasets
used in this thesis will be described. Firstly, the desired properties of the climateassessed political quotes and votes from parliament will be defined. Secondly, the
chosen publicly available data sources will be presented. Hereafter, the gathering of
raw data through web-scraping will be explained, followed by various data preparation steps. Finally, the processed unlabelled datasets will be presented in a visual
overview that describes the information included and the data characteristics.

3.1

climate-assessment of political quotes and
votes

The public available data from the Danish Parliament can be divided into two different categories, namely political quotes from meetings and voting-data. Therefore, a
dataset will be created for each. Essential for training a climate-classifier to predict
labels for text sequences, both datasets must require a textual description as a minimum, i.e., a political quote or a vote summary. Additionally, the timestamp of each
meeting and vote in the parliament are extracted to enable temporal analysis of the
development of engagement in climate-related topics. Contextual features such as
the politicians’ identities, titles, and party affiliations are extracted to enable deeper
analysis of the Danish climate-political landscape. Finally, exclusive for the votes in
the parliament, the given party that has proposed the specific bill is noted.
The two datasets will allow answering sub-question II related to the training of a
classification-model able to identify climate-related texts. Furthermore, the datasets
will allow answering sub-questions IV and V related to the design of a predictionmodel leveraging both the voting-data and the political quotes. Equally important,
the datasets will allow answering sub-question III and enable the analysis of the
climate-political landscape in Denmark and help increase government transparency.
The following analytical points of interest will be investigated:
• General statistics of the datasets including overall patterns by all parties and
politicians
• Distributions of the participation in climate-related topics in parliament, on
both party- and politician-level
• Temporal developments of politicians’ and parties’ political quotes and votes
on climate-related topics
In summary, two datasets are created to contain the relevant information from
the Danish Parliament. I will call the dataset containing the political quotes for
FT-Meetings and the dataset containing the historical voting-data for FT-Votes.
Both datasets are defined as shown in Tables 1 and 2, using dummy data as an
example. The party that proposes the given bill is referred to as Vote_caller. The
remaining columns should be self-explanatory, and all information is directly extracted from the transcribed meetings or documented voting-data.
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FT_Meetings example:
MeetingID
1

Politician Title

Party

Text

Date

Alice

Member

(EL)

"Political quote"

2

Bob

(V)

"Political quote"

3

Charlie

Minister of
Transportation
Spokesperson on
Climate

dd-mmyy
dd-mmyy

(ALT)

"Political quote"

dd-mmyy

Table 1: Example of features included in the FT-Meetings dataset used for analysis and for
training the prediction model.

.
FT_Votes example:
Vote
ID
1

Politician Party

Vote

Text

Alice

(EL)

For

"Vote summary"

2

Bob

(V)

Against

"Vote summary"

3

Charlie

(ALT)

For

"Vote summary"

Vote_ Date
caller
(SF) dd-mmyy
(SF) dd-mmyy
(SF) dd-mmyy

Table 2: Example of features included in the FT-Votes dataset used for analysis and for training the prediction model.

3.2

data sources

In the following sub-sections, the initial data source used for exploring the problem
space and functionalities of possible NLP models will be described. Hereafter, the
chosen data source containing the information from both the meetings and votes
from the Danish Parliament will be described. Furthermore, the official information from the parliament is originating from two separate sources, namely video
recordings with transcriptions of meetings and voting-results with links to each
vote summary.
3.2.1 Danish Gigaword (No Twitter)
When exploring the problem space and functionalities of different NLP-models, the
Danish Gigaword dataset (Derczynski et al., 2021) is used. The dataset contains
data from various sources within varying time intervals, domains, dialects, and
socioeconomic statuses, which is portrayed in an overview of the complete data
source in Appendix A.1. Of the 25 sources, only the source containing the meetings
from the Danish Parliament is used, which consists of 1.315 documented meetings
in total distributed over the time interval from 2009 to 2020 as depicted in Figure 1.
Each meeting includes hundreds of political quotes from the politicians’ part-taking
in the meeting, represented as anonymised indices related to each quote.
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number of meetings
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Figure 1: Histogram showing the number of meetings in the Danish Parliament in the period
from 2009 to 2020 from the Danish Gigaword (no Twitter) data source.

The application of the parliamentary meetings-subset of the Danish Gigaworddataset enables the initial testing and design of various labelling strategies. In addition, the dataset is used for various experiments to test different models as well as
methods to create embeddings of political quotes, which will be further described
in Chapter 4. However, the dataset has some immediate limitations which make it
insufficient in relation to the overall research question of this thesis. This is based
on the partial anonymisation of the speakers’ identities and the time interval ending in June 2020. Additionally, the dataset contains no information regarding the
historical voting-data from the Danish Parliament. Therefore, I have chosen to use
new data sources which will include the politicians’ identities, historical votingdata, and information from more recent years. The two following subsections will
describe the data sources containing information about the transcribed meetings,
referred to as Folketinget-Meetings Data, and about the voting-data, referred to as
Folketinget-Votes Data.
3.2.2 Folketinget-Meetings Data
According to the Danish Constitution, all meetings of the parliament must be public by default (Retsinformation, 1953). Since October 2010 all meetings are recorded,
transcribed, and made publicly available on the Danish Parliament’s official website
(Folketinget, 2022d). The transcriptions include the identity, title and party affiliations of the politicians speaking and a summary including the agenda of the specific
meeting, e.g., discussions prior to a proposed bill in the parliament. However, due
to errors on the official website, there are multiple gaps with missing transcriptions
for the years 2010 and 2011, and I have decided to exclude these two years from the
data source.
Due to the formal facilitation of meetings in the parliament, each meeting has an
appointed spokesperson. The spokesperson presents each topic on the agenda and
controls the order of which politician is allowed to speak. Therefore, multiple political quotes are expected to be low-informative sentences, e.g., "Thanks to the
Minister.", "The opposing party will now have the floor.", due to the sole need of
the formal facilitation. According to the latest rules of procedure (Folketinget, 2021),
the maximum speaking time for parliament members varies from 3 to 10 minutes,
while the maximum speaking time for ministers varies from 10 to 30 minutes.
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Therefore, I argue that the political quotes must be split into reasonable and comparable chunks in the final processed datasets to normalise the varying lengths of
the quotes. Furthermore, political quotes from transcribed meetings are considered
highly sanitised with no errors due to corrections done by officially hired referents
after each meeting (Folketingetstidende, 2022). The more detailed corrections and
adjustments possibly made to the political quotes are listed in Appendix A.2.
In summary, the data source containing the meetings from the Danish Parliament
consists of 1.091 documented meetings in total distributed over the time interval
from 2012 to 2022 as depicted in Figure 2. The source contain the politicians’ identities, titles, and party affiliations.

number of meetings
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60
40
20
0

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
year

Figure 2: Histogram showing the amount of meetings in the Danish Parliament in the timeinterval from 2012 to 2022 (March).

3.2.3 Folketinget-Votes Data
Similar to the meetings in the Danish Parliament, all votes in the parliament are documented and must be publicly available by default (Retsinformation, 1953). Since
2004 the voting-data are documented on the Danish Parliament’s official website
including a summary of the proposed bill, and which party proposed the bill
(Folketinget, 2022a). To align the time interval with the Folketinget-Meetings data
source, I have decided to include only data from 2012 and after. Each politician must
vote by default and has three different options when voting: "For", "Against", and
"Neither For nor Against". Historically, approximately three-quarters of all votes
are "For", one-quarter is "Against", while only around 1% are "Neither" (Folketinget,
2022a).
Politicians are allowed to abstain from a given vote according to the clearing agreement, which results in voting indirectly as their party-group members (Folketinget,
2022b). The clearing agreement is based on the Danish constitutional law that requires at least half of the parliament to be actively voting before the parliament has
a quorum (Retsinformation, 1953). The elected parties can freely decide who their
voting members are and which members are cleared to abstain. In practise, the
parties agree on the overall number of cleared members, while ensuring that the
parliament has the same representation as if all members were voting.
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For over 99% of the voting-outcomes, all votes are identical within a given party,
e.g., either all members in the same party vote "For" or all members vote "Against".
This is highly aligned with how the clearing agreement works in practice, where
abstaining politicians will vote indirectly, resulting in voting identically with the
majority of their party.
The Danish Constitution states that each bill must be treated up to three times
by default (Retsinformation, 1953). Therefore, up to 2/3 of all votes descriptions
are expected to be duplicates. Only information regarding the last or decisive votes
are included in the final processed datasets. I assume that the last or decisive votes
will most accurately reflect a given politician’s stance on the topic related to the
proposed bill, and can effectively eliminate the occurrences of duplicates. Furthermore, the voting-data is considered highly sanitised because the vote summaries are
written by officially hired referents (Folketingetstidende, 2022). The more detailed
handling of mistakenly given votes and adjustments made to the voting-data are
listed in Appendix A.2.
In summary, the data source that contains the voting-data from the Danish Parliament consists of 3.438 documented proposed bills in total distributed over the
time interval from 2012 to 2022 as depicted in Figure 3. The source include each
bill’s summary, referred to as a vote summary, the individual vote-outcomes by
each politician, and which party proposed the given bill.

number of votes

400
300
200
100
0

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
year

Figure 3: Histogram showing the amount of bills proposed in the Danish Parliament in the
time-interval from 2012 to 2022 (March).

3.3

data gathering

The approach used to collect relevant data from the two data sources, namely
Folketinget-Meetings Data and Folketinget-Votes Data, is developed using custom
Python scripts based on the web-scraping library BeautifulSoup (Crummy, 2022)
and follows the overall steps:
1. Scrape HTML web data directly from the data sources
2. Extract relevant information from each meeting and vote using Regex
3. Create and store DataFrames (pandas, 2022) containing the extracted web data
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3.3.1 Folketinget-Meetings Data
The Folketinget-Meetings Data is collected with a custom Python script utilising
the URL and archiving method used on the Danish Parliament’s official website
(Folketinget, 2022d). Each documented meeting’s transcript can be found by specifying the year of the meeting and the meeting’s yearly index. Therefore, by tracking
the total number of meetings for each of the years in the time interval from 2012
to 2022, the Folketinget-Meetings Data can be collected. The custom Python script
"utils/1a_scrape_meetings_web_data.ipynb" is used, which is greatly inspired by
the tools developed by Sekara (2022).
When each meeting’s HTML web data have been scraped using the custom Python
script, the web data are collected in DataFrames using the custom Python script
"utils/2a_collect_meetings_web_data.ipynb". The DataFrames share the desired
properties and include the information as defined in Table 1, which is extracted directly from the raw web data. In summary, the gathered data from the FolketingetMeetings Data contain the date of the meetings, individual political quotes, and
the identities as well as party affiliations and parliamentary titles of each of the
speakers.
3.3.2 Folketinget-Votes Data
The Folketinget-Votes Data is collected utilising the GUI and time interval filter
used on the Danish Parliament’s official online vote-archive (Folketinget, 2022a).
By specifying the first available vote to the last available vote using the time interval filter, we get 8.967 votes running from October 2004 to March 2022. The
URL with the applied filter can be copied directly into the custom Python script
"utils/1b_scrape_votes_web_- data.ipynb". The script chronologically gathers
the raw HTML web data for each of the votes. Due to the vote results and vote summaries being stored on two different web pages, the script extracts the respective
vote’s summary using the link listed on the vote result’s web page.
When the raw HTML web data for each vote has been scraped, the web data is collected in DataFrames using the custom Python script utilsb_collect_votes_data.py.
The DataFrames share the desired properties and include the information defined in
Table 2. In summary, the gathered data from the Folketinget-Votes Data contain the
date of the votes, the descriptive summaries about the votes, which party invited
for the votes, and the individual vote-outcomes for each politician.
3.3.3 Overview of the gathered unprocessed data
In the following Tables 3 and 4, the results of the data collection activities related
to the information extracted from the two data sources are described. Furthermore, the DataFrames are saved as pickle-files and will provide the foundation
for the data processing activities described in the following section. The gathering
of Folketinget-Votes Data dating back to 2004 is included to provide an approach
that is easy to copy for related research. However, subsequent data processing activities will only process the data in the time interval from 2012 to 2022.
The unprocessed DataFrame that contains the Folketinget-Meetings Data depicted
in Table 3 includes political quotes, referred to as Text, unique meeting identifiers,
referred to as Meeting_id, and the date of the day each of the meetings took place,
referred to as Date. Furthermore, each speaker of the political quotes is contained
in a string describing the given politician’s name and, when available, their party
affiliation and parliamentary title.
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3.4 data preparation

The unprocessed DataFrame containing the Folketinget-Votes Data depicted in Table 4 includes an overview of the votes by each politician, referred to as Politician.
The votes summary is contained in a dictionary that includes detailed information
about each of the votes, referred to as Description. The party proposing the bill, is
referred to as Vote_caller, and the unique identifier, as the well as date of the day
for each of the votes are referred to as Vote_id and Date, respectively.
Definition/Column-name
Meeting_id

Description
Number and year of the meeting.

Politician

The name, title, and party affiliation of the given
speaker.

Text

A political quote with highly varying length (number of sentences) from the given speaker.

Date

The day when the meeting took place in parliament (Datetime format).

Table 3: Overview of the extracted information from the web data scraped from
Folketinget.dk. 1090 meetings from 2012 to 2022 were scraped.

Definition/Column-name
Vote_id

Description
Number and year of the vote.

Politician

A dictionary containing details of how each politician voted for the given vote. A politician can either vote For, Against or Neutral to a given vote

Description

A detailed description describing the contents of
the given vote, including the date, a resume consisting of approximately 5-6 sentences, as well as
the overall vote-results.

Vote_caller

The politician(s) that are convening the parliament
to vote.

Date

The day when the vote took place in parliament
(Datetime format)

Table 4: Overview of the extracted information from the web data scraped from
Folketinget.dk. 8931 bills from 2004 to 2022 were scraped. 5.188 of the bills are
in the time-interval from 2012 to 2022.

3.4

data preparation

This section will describe the final activities related to the collection of the datasets
and creation of the unlabelled versions of FT-Meetings and FT-Votes. The data
preparation activities are related to cleaning, formatting, and extraction of additional features, e.g., party affiliations and titles. The activities are separated and described in two subsections related to FT-Meetings and FT-Votes, respectively. The
final columns of the two unlabelled datasets can be seen in Table 1 and 2 defined in
Section 3.1.
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3.4 data preparation
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3.4.1 Preparing the political quotes from the gathered data
All the data preparation steps can be found in the custom Python script "data_collection
/meetings/process_data.ipynb" with comments and examples from each intermediate DataFrame created.
One of the initial data preparation steps is the removal of all quotes by the facilitating spokespersons. This results in reducing the raw dataset approximately
by half, specifically from approximately 500.000 quotes to approximately 220.000
quotes. Due to the official titles in the transcriptions of the facilitating politicians
having to include the Danish word for Chairman, e.g., "Aldersformand", "Næstformand", "Fjerdeformand", the removal of the facilitators is performed using of
Regular expression. As described in Subsection 3.2.2, the removal of the facilitators’
quotes is expected to exclude low-information political quotes.
The next step is the cleaning of the politicians’ names and separation of titles and
party affiliations as listed in the meeting transcriptions, e.g., "Statsministeren Helle
Thorning-Schmidt", "Erhvervs- og vækstministeren Ole Sohn", "Kim Andersen (V)".
The titles are extracted using a Python dictionary, including all titles found in the
public available transcripts dating back to 2012. Additionally, the default title is
defined as "Member" if no specific title is listed in the respective meeting transcriptions. Party affiliations are extracted using a Python dictionary including all
politicians’ party affiliations in the same period. Both dictionaries can be found in
utils/functions.py (Sekara, 2022).
As mentioned in Subsection 3.2.2, each political quote from the Danish Parliament
can be of varying lengths, from a single sentence to over 30 minutes of speaking.
Thus, the original political quotes are split into sequences of a maximum of six
sentences. This decision is based on three factors, namely the average lengths of political quotes are five to six sentences long, the vote summaries are on average four
to six sentences long, and all sequences six sentences long will not be truncated
when tokenising the sequences. The truncation of sentences will be described in
more detail in Subsection 4.2.2. I argue that the analytical insights will be truer and
fairer by analysing normalised quotes compared to quotes in original lengths. This
is based on the assumption that the quotes will be more comparable when they are
normalised to similar number of sentences.
Finally, the unique identifiers for each of the meetings are simplified into an index
starting at 0, where the dates are extracted into a column in the format dd-mm-yy.
Furthermore, all raw columns are dropped, and the cleaned columns are renamed
to their respective names listed in Table 1. In conclusion, this final representation
from the Folketinget-Meetings Data is referred to as FT-Meetings in the following
chapters.
3.4.2 Preparing the political votes from the gathered data
All data preparation steps can be found in the custom Python script "data_collection
/votes/process_data.ipynb" with comments and examples from each intermediate DataFrame created.
One of the initial steps is to unpack the dictionary in the column named Description
that contains detailed information about each vote. Part of the detailed information
is the resume of the proposed bill, referred to as the vote summary. Due to the fixed
format of the detailed information, Regular expression is used to extract the vote
summaries. The different formatting of the vote summaries are aligned, and votes
without documented summaries are excluded.

3.4 data preparation

As mentioned in Subsection 3.2.3, each passed bill in the Danish Parliament must
have been processed with a majority of "For"-votes three times. Therefore, all duplicate bills based on their summaries are identified. This requires the sorting of
the DataFrame by date to effectively only keep the last or decisive votes and exclude
the previous votes with duplicate summaries. The removal of duplicates results in
reducing the number of documented proposed bills from 5.188 to 3.438 in the time
interval from 2012 to 2022.
The overview of the vote by each politician is expanded using predefined methods from pandas (2022) to create a row for each politician and what they voted.
Following this approach, the 3.438 rows can be expanded to 626.142 rows. All
unused columns are dropped, and the remaining columns are renamed to their respective names, as listed in Table 2. In conclusion, this final representation from the
Folketinget-Votes Data is referred to as FT-Votes in the following chapters.
3.4.3 Overview of the unlabelled datasets
By applying the data preparation activities on the unprocessed datasets, the unlabelled version of FT-Meetings and FT-Votes are created. These two datasets will
be annotated using the climate-classifier model, which will be introduced in greater
detail in the following chapter. Training the climate-classifier requires a labelled
dataset, which will be based on a manually labelled subset of FT-Meetings and
FT-Votes. The labelling process and the manually labelled datasets will be presented in the following chapter.
In summary, the data preparation activities are depicted in Figure 4. Relevant information is scraped from the official website of the Danish Parliament (Folketinget,
2022d,a). The desired data are cleaned and extracted from the raw web data. Hereafter, each documented meeting and vote are expanded into multiple rows describing individual quotes or individual votes by each politician. Finally, the two unlabelled datasets are created, namely FT-Meetings and FT-Votes.

Figure 4: Overview of the approach used to gather, collect and prepare the data publicly
available from the Danish Parliament’s official website to create the two unlabelled
datasets FT-Meetings and FT-Votes.
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4

METHODOLOGY

In the following sections, the methodology used to answer the research question
and related sub-questions will be described. Firstly, the concepts from supervised
machine-learning will be presented and framed in relation to the research problem. Secondly, concepts from the subbranch of supervised machine-learning called
sequence-classification, used to train the climate-classifier, will be presented. The
subsequent section will include the general definition of "climate-related". This
section will describe the labelling process used to create a sufficiently sized dataset
fit to train the climate-classifier. Hereafter, the fourth section presents how embeddings can be created to represent political quotes and vote summaries to be used in
the analysis and as features in the vote prediction-model. Lastly, the concepts and
architecture used to develop the vote prediction-model will be presented.
In Figure 5 the structure of the paper’s research activities are depicted. Sub-question
I and II will be answered with the activities done in Chapter 5. Sub-question III will
be answered through the analysis performed in Chapter 6, and the remaining two
sub-questions will be answered in Chapter 7. The main contributions to the Danish NLP field are 1) the first publicly available climate-classifier in Danish, 2) the
labelled datasets FT-Meetings and FT-Votes in the period from 2012 to 2022, and
3) a framework to use state-of-the-art NLP-techniques in combination with custom
features to develop a model able to predict how politicians vote on climate-related
bills. As far as I know, no climate-classifiers currently exists capable of predicting
whether a Danish text is climate-related or not. Therefore, I argue that the development of the climate-classifier in Chapter 5 should be prioritised first, as it provides
the foundation to create the annotated datasets required to answer the research
question.

Figure 5: Overall structure of the thesis divided into three sub-parts (chapters): training a
sequence classifier, analysing the FT-Votes and FT-Meetings datasets, and training
a vote prediction-model with the politicians’ quotes included.
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4.1 supervised learning

4.1

supervised learning

Supervised learning is a subcategory of machine-learning, and can be defined as
its use of labelled datasets to train algorithms capable of classifying or predicting
outcomes based on the input data (Geron, 2019). The input data can be described
as a set of features that can be selected and transformed to effectively allow the
model to extract the information and learn the underlying patterns of the dataset.
Both models depicted in Figure 5, namely the climate-classifier and vote predictionmodel, can be defined as supervised machine-learning models as they are trained
on labelled data to perform classification of unlabelled data. More specifically, both
models are defined as classification models, as their outputs are predictions on
whether a given data-point fits into one of a set of discrete classes (Jurafsky and
Martin, 2020).
A binary classification-model’s predictions can be divided into four categories based
on their actual truth-values, namely false-positive, false-negatives, true-positives,
and true-negatives (Geron, 2019). To ensure the validity of the predictions performed by a classification model, the design and performance metrics of the model
must be defined and documented with high reliability (Middleton, 2019). The specific training data, pipelines, and performance of the climate-classifier and vote
prediction-model will be defined in each of the given model’s sections, respectively,
in Chapters 5 and 7. The performance measurements chosen for each of the models
are defined in Subsections 4.2.3 and 4.5.2.
As mentioned above, training a supervised machine-learning model requires a
dataset with ground-truth labels available for each data-point. To the best of my
knowledge, no datasets currently exist containing Danish texts labelled either climateor non-climate-related. Thus, a preliminary labelling process will be required of the
unlabelled datasets based on a subset of the FT-Meetings and FT-Votes datasets. In
addition to the manual labelling process, active learning will be applied to support
the process (Geron, 2019). Active learning can be defined as an iterative approach
where a subset of the dataset is first labelled and then used to train an intermediate supervised-model. The intermediate models can be used to make predictions
on the remaining unlabelled data-points for each labelling iteration. This allows
experts to actively use the predicted labels from the models with either the highest
uncertainty or certainty to find the next subset of data-points to label. The specific
labelling process and use of active learning will be described further in Section 4.3

4.2

nlp: sequence-classifiers

A subbranch of supervised learning is sequence-classification performed by NLP
models. Sequence-classification can be defined as the task of taking a single observation, extracting useful information from the features, and thereby classifying
the text sequence as one of a set of discrete classes (Jurafsky and Martin, 2020).
Multiple approaches can be applied to extract useful information from the textual
representation to classify the given sequence. As mentioned in Chapter 2, more
advanced approaches are used in recent research. This includes the use of transformers, e.g., from Python libraries such as Hugging Face (Hugging-Face, 2022e).
In general, the transformer-architecture is defined as a neural model with multiple
layers and requires pre-training on large bodies of texts to understand the relative
context between words or sentences. These more advanced approaches provide a
way to transform textual representations into numeric representations.
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4.2 nlp: sequence-classifiers
I have decided to use the transformer-architecture by utilising a pre-trained model
to train the climate-classifier, referred to as KlimaBERT, able to classify if Danish
texts are climate-related. This decision is mainly inspired by the promising work
done by the teams behind Ælæctra (Højmark-Bertelsen, 2021) and the sequenceclassification of Danish Facebook comments using the pre-trained Ælæctra-model
to train a sequence-classifier (Analyse og Tal, 2021). The chosen pre-trained model
used in this paper will be presented in the following subsection
4.2.1 Choosing a pre-trained model fit for sequence-classification
The decision on which pre-trained model for Danish texts to use is based on how
well it is suited for sequence-classification, its predicted performance, and the computational time of fine-tuning. Fine-tuning is defined as the specialised training of a
pre-trained model to do a specific NLP-task, such as sequence-classification (Jurafsky and Martin, 2020). Furthermore, for very specific genres of text, e.g., identifying
climate-related texts, fine-tuning allows for training a high-performing model with
a relatively small dataset compared to training a model from scratch. In general,
this concept of using knowledge that was learnt in one setting and applying it in a
different setting is defined as transfer learning (Geron, 2019). When creating a new
neural model using transfer learning, the first layers of a pre-trained model can be
copied to the new model instead of randomly initialising the biases and weights for
the first few layers.
An example of how transfer learning, or fine-tuning, is performed with NLP models is seen in Figure 6 where, apart from the output layers, the same architecture
is used in the fine-tuned model (Devlin et al., 2018). The pre-trained model parameters are used to initialise the models for the respective downstream task, e.g.,
sequence-classification of climate-related texts. All parameters are fine-tuned, yielding the best predictive power by minimising the model’s loss through training (Jurafsky and Martin, 2020). As depicted in Figure 6, a single pre-trained model can be
fine-tuned to perform varying tasks, e.g., language inference (MNLI), Name-Entity
Recognition (NER), and question answering (SQuAD).

Figure 6: Approach of fine-tuning BERT-models using the same pre-trained architecture by
changing the output-layers according to the respective task while updating the
parameters of the models when fine-tuning (Devlin et al., 2018).

The transformer-architecture consists of encoders and decoders. This architecture can generally be used to develop encoder-models, decoder-models, or encoderdecoder-models, also known as sequence-to-sequence-models (Hugging-Face, 2022b).
Encoder-models are best suited for NLP-tasks requiring an understanding of sentences, such as sequence-classification. Therefore, I will fine-tune an encoder-model
capable of classifying if texts are climate-related or not.
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4.2 nlp: sequence-classifiers
There are multiple Danish pre-trained models that are fit for this task, and I have
decided to use DaBERT uncased (Certainly, 2021). This decision is based on the findings of Højmark-Bertelsen (2021), which show that DaBERT has a top performance
while having fewer parameters than the larger models such as mBert. The trade-off
for the higher performance compared to the more lightweight Ælæctra-models are
longer computational times when fine-tuning. However, I argue this difference is
insignificant on smaller-scale fine-tuning tasks. This is based on a series of initial
experiments where both DaBERT and Ælæctra were timed, and their performances
were measured on various fine-tuning tasks. The models using DaBERT reached
higher performance by using fewer epochs and the number of labelled data-points,
while having approximately the same computational time per epoch as the models
using Ælæctra.
4.2.2 Description of the pre-trained DaBERT used for fine-tuning
DaBERT has multiple pre-processing steps of the raw input texts in order to trans-

form it into processable data. It is an uncased model, and unlike a cased model, it
first transforms all characters into lowercase before tokenisation. Tokenisation is the
action of transforming a sentence into multiple individual tokens, which can then
be translated into data processable by the model (Hugging-Face, 2022c). DaBERT is
a Danish version of the original BERT uncased (Devlin et al., 2018) and uses WordPiece tokenisation (Wu et al., 2016) with a vocabulary of 30.000 tokens. WordPiece
tokenisation splits sentences into words and subwords. More frequent words are
untouched, where more rare words are split down into subwords. Additionally, the
tokeniser adds a unique index to each token, called a position embedding, and all
words from the same sentences share the same segment embedding. For example,
Figure 7 depicts the tokenisation of the sequence "My dog is cute. He likes playing".
It contains 11 tokens where the special symbols [CLS] and [SEP] indicate the start
and end of the two sentences, and "playing" is divided into subwords.

Figure 7: Example of BERT tokenisation (Devlin et al., 2018).
DaBERT has a maximum limit of 512 input tokens it can process (Certainly, 2021),
which means sequences exceeding this limit will be truncated only keeping the
first 512 tokens. Furthermore, the model requires the input data to be the same
shape and represented as rectangular tensors (Hugging-Face, 2022b). Therefore, the
last transformation step is the use of padding when processing multiple sequences
such as different political quotes of varying lengths. Padding adds empty tokens, a
special symbol denoted [PAD], to the end of the shorter sequence to ensure that all
sequences have identical lengths. To perform sequence-classification, an additional
output layer is incorporated into the model, which adds a predicted class label
to each sequence (Devlin et al., 2018). The pre-trained DaBERT-model enables the
fine-tuning of KlimaBERT to understand the context of political quotes and vote
summaries and learning how to predict if the texts are climate-related. This means
that a minimal amount of parameters needs to be learnt from scratch, making the
training of the KlimaBERT-model inexpensive, faster and greatly reduces the carbon
footprint compared to if the model was trained from scratch (Hugging-Face, 2022b).
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4.3 defining climate-related and labelling process
4.2.3 Measuring the performance of the climate-classifier KlimaBERT
Quality and performance of a classification model such as KlimaBERT are measured
and evaluated by the model’s ability to minimise misclassification errors and maximise the correct predictions of labels for a given dataset (Thabtah et al., 2020). The
minority class, or positive class (Brownlee, 2020), is defined as "climate related" and
is labelled as 1. Consequently, the majority class will be defined as "non climaterelated" and labelled as 0. The general success criteria for the sequence-classifier is
being able to filter large collections of bodies of text and identify the climate-related
subset. Therefore, the performance metrics will only be calculated for the positive
class. I argue that focusing on the model’s ability to identify climate-related political quotes or vote summaries will be the best way of measuring its performance
based on its general success criteria.
Precision can be explained as the ratio of correctly predicted positive-labels, referred to as True Positives to all predicted positive-labels, referred to as the sum
of True Positives and False Positives as defined in (1). A high precision can be
interpreted as the model’s predictions are aligned with the true labels and therefore
less likely to be wrong predictions of the positive class.
Precision =

T ruePositives
T ruePositives + FalsePositives

(1)

Recall can be explained as the ratio of correctly predicted positive-labels, referred
to as True Positives, to all actual positive-labels in the total dataset, referred to as
the sum of True Positives and False Negatives as defined in (2). A high recall
can be interpreted as the model’s predictions are highly complete and therefore less
likely to miss an actual positive-labelled data-point.
Recall =

T ruePositives
T ruePositives + FalseNegatives

(2)

F1-Score, also defined as F-Measure, can be explained as the harmonic mean of the
model’s Precision and Recall. Using the harmonic mean as defined in (3) makes
F1 a more conservative metric because it is closer to the minimum of the two values.
A high F1-score can be interpreted as the model’s minimisation of misclassification
errors as well as maximisation of correct predictions.
F1 =

4.3

2(Precision ∗ Recall)
Precision + Recall

(3)

defining climate-related and labelling process

The first research activity and partial answer to sub-question I is the creation of
a general definition of "climate-related". The definition should be applicable to
both political quotes and vote summaries, and clearly expressed resulting in a high
degree of agreement between experts manually labelling the datasets. The following subsections will include the definition of "climate-related" and the labelling
process of FT-Meetings and FT-Votes.
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4.3 defining climate-related and labelling process
4.3.1 Defining "climate-related" quotes and votes
In order to create a definition of climate-related texts applicable to political quotes
and vote summaries, an inductive approach is used to map out general climaterelated topics (Dudovskiy, 2022). The results of the inductive approach are included in Appendix A.3. This is performed prior to the active learning process
consisting of iteratively labelling a subset of the dataset and discussing inconsistencies between the labels annotated by the authors. In conclusion, the definition of
"climate-related" is formulated as:
” A climate-related text should contain reference to climate change driven by emissions with regard to the description of the problem or discussion of political actions,
tangible solutions and measurable consequences in relation to the rising global temperatures. ”
The initial discussions included examples from the unlabelled datasets, insights
from United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) (UN, 2022) as well as
related research in the NLP field on topics related to global warming (Luo et al.,
2020b; Dahal et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2021; Gabbatis, 2019), and resulted in defining
four main categories of climate-related texts:
• Descriptive: describing climate change, global warming or drivers of emissions with synonyms or anecdotes
• Political actions: CO2-taxes, public investments, regulations, grants, etc. enforced by regulatory powers
• Tangible solutions: Renewable energies, emission-free transportation, green
alternatives, etc.
• Measurable consequences: Climate refugees, rising water levels, destruction
of ecosystems due to temperature changes, etc.
Furthermore, the initial inductive approach resulted in a delimitation of the
scope, and, therefore, the following categories will not be regarded as climaterelated:
• Non-emission pollution: pesticides used in agriculture, chemical leaks into
groundwater, plastic waste in the oceans, oil spills, etc.
• Human destruction of ecosystems: over-fishing or -hunting of animal species,
infrastructure and city planning destroying wildlife habitats, etc.
Additionally, some borderline cases will be expected such as the deforestation of
the rain forest which can both be regarded as a driver of increased emissions while
also being regarded as human destruction of ecosystems (Greenfield, 2022). Thus,
such borderline texts must be carefully assessed if the context is mainly related to
higher emissions or destruction of ecosystems and labelled accordingly. Other common borderline cases were texts related to the energy- or transport-sector, where
the text must be assessed if the context is directly related to climate change driven
by emissions or not, and labelled accordingly.
Examples of climate-related and non-climate related borderline texts in Danish are
listed in Appendix A.5. Furthermore, Appendix A.5 contains translated English examples of texts for each of the four main categories of climate-related texts, as well
as English examples of the two categories not considered climate-related.
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4.3.2 Labelling a subset of FT-Meetings and FT-Votes
Climate change and green initiatives in the Danish Parliament only comprise a fraction of the many topics that are brought forward for discussion. In order to create a
data sample representative of both climate- and non climate-related topics used for
training the climate-classifier, Regular expressions created based on the above definition of "climate-related" are used to identify possible climate-related meetings
in the unlabelled dataset. Using the following custom Python script, the different
keywords are applied to find the initial climate-related data-points to be included
in the first subset created for manually labelling.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

descriptors = ’CO 2|CO2|CO_2|Co_2|CO2|kuldioxid|\
drivhusgas(udledning(en)?)?|kulstofsudledningen’
anecdotes = ’ g r n (ne)? omstilling|CO 2-reduktion|CO 2-neutral’
politics = ’Paris-aftalen|COP\d{1,2}|CO 2-afgift|CO 2-skat’
solutions = ’klimal sning|CO 2-neds ttende|drivhusgas redu(cerende)?’
consequences =’klima(forandringer)(ne)?\
|global(e)? opvarmning\
|klimakrise(n)|klimabelastende?’

Python code 4.1: Regular expression used to find climate change related quotes for the first
labelling iteration. Note that the Danish letters ÆØÅ are missing in the
code extract.

Meetings with more than 50 climate-related keyword appearances are listed and
used as the basis for the climate-subset. In addition, randomly sampled quotes
from randomly selected meetings in parliament are added to the subset for the
manually labelling to include possible non climate-related quotes. The initial annotated dataset before applying active learning contains of 700 data points, where 200
are climate-related and 500 are non climate-related.
The climate-classifier, KlimaBERT described in Chapter 5, is iteratively improved using an increasing number of manually labelled data-points based on active learning
loops. I argue that this greatly speeds up the labelling process by utilising the predictions of each intermediate model compared to more manual methods. The iterative approach is efficient in early detection of biases in the training data and allows
elimination of the given biases in future iterations (Geron, 2019). The custom Python
script "climate_classifier/labelling/false_negatives.ipynb" is used in the active learning iterations and includes examples of false negatives and false positives.
Conflicting manually labelled data-points are listed in Appendix A.4. The final
manually labelled dataset is considered balanced with an equal distribution of the
classes and consists of 995 data-points where 550 are climate-related and 445 are
non climate-related.

4.4

using word2vec to create sequence-embeddings

This section will present an approach on how to transform a decade’s worth of political quotes and votes from the Danish Parliament into embeddings processable
by a classification-model. The embeddings of the political quotes and the vote summaries will be referred to as politician-embeddings and vote-embeddings, respectively. The embeddings will both serve as a usable feature in the vote predictionmodel as well as supplementing the findings of the analysis conducted in Chapter
6.

4.5 vote prediction-model
The chosen approach will apply the general Word2Vec-model developed by Gensim
(2022). However, due to the texts are from the Danish Parliament, the specific model
used is the Danish version of the Word2Vec-model developed by Sørensen (2020). A
noticeable difference between the models is that the Danish Word2Vec-model create
embeddings in 500 dimensions, whereas the default of the English model is to create embeddings in 300 dimensions. The embeddings can be defined as coordinates
in a high-dimensional space, where each word’s embedding can be placed relative
to other words’ embeddings. Thus, the model can compare words based on their
context relative to other words. This is possible due to the training of the Word2Vecmodel on large corpuses of text, which is similar to the pre-training of transformermodels as explained in Section 4.2. Furthermore, embeddings can also be created
for text sequences containing multiple sentences, allowing for the comparison of the
sequences. This is defined as pooling where multiple word-embeddings from the
same body of text can be combined into a single sequence-embedding (Shen et al.,
2018). The pooling strategy of average sequence embeddings is used to create both
the politician-embeddings and vote-embeddings.
Average sequence embedding is an average pooling operation, which takes the
mean over each of the 500 dimensions for all word embeddings in the sequence of
length L. This results in a representation with the same dimension as the embedding itself, referred to as emb_seq as defined in (4). Thus, the information of every
word in the sequence is taken into account via the summation operation for each
dimension (Shen et al., 2018).
embseq =

L
1X
embwordi
L

(4)

i=1

4.5

vote prediction-model

The success criteria of the classification-model able to predict how politicians vote
on climate-related bills are twofold and relate to sub-questions IV and V. Firstly, the
vote prediction-model must be able to base its predictions on historical voting-data
from the parliament. Secondly, the model must be able to leverage the climaterelated quotes from the parliament.
4.5.1 Description of the vote prediction-model
By following the approach for fine-tuning using the pre-trained DaBERT-model as
described in Section 4.2, a model can be trained using the voting-data from the
Danish Parliament. The model requires the vote summaries as features and votingoutcome as target labels, and is referred to as the Summary-model. The use of the
transformer-architecture can effectively extract information about the context of
various text sequences. Therefore, I suggest that this architecture can be used to
process the context of the vote summaries. Furthermore, training the model as a
sequence-classifier is straightforward when a fine-tuning flow is already developed
for the training of the KlimaBERT-model. The output of the sequence-classifier is predicted probabilities for a given vote’s outcome. In other words, the Summary-model
can produce a numeric representation for the vote summaries reflecting how each
politician has historically voted on similar proposed bills. This enables the transformation of the vote summaries into a number between 0 and 1 processable by more
general machine-learning models. In summary, I assume that the predicted probabilities can be defined as how a given bill is interpreted by an individual politician.
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Using the Summary-model, a more advanced classification-model can be developed,
referred to as the VP-model. The chosen machine-learning model is the Random
Forest Classifier from Scikit-learn (2022b). This decision is based on the ease of use
of the model and its use in related research, as mentioned in Section 2.1 (Budhwar
et al., 2018; Lehmann, 2021). The model can be trained for binary-classification and
can represent its predictions for each class as probabilities (Geron, 2019). Additionally, the Scikit-learn Pipeline (Scikit-learn, 2022a) is used for feature engineering
and allows easy implementation and fitting of the Random Forest Classifier. The
chosen features and the specific training flow used to train the VP-model will be
described in Chapter 7. The performance measurements used to assess the quality
of the model are defined in the following subsection.
4.5.2 Measuring the performance of the vote prediction-model
Compared to measuring the performance of KlimaBERT trained on a relatively balanced dataset, additional evaluation metrics should be chosen for a skewed dataset
that suffers from a class imbalance problem (Longadge and Dongre, 2013). As mentioned in Subsection 3.2.3, this is the case for the Folketinget-Votes Data. Only
using the accuracy of a classification-model, or the precision and recall for the positive class, can result in a distorted quality assessment. Related research suggests
introducing more holistic metrics usable for both positive and negative predictions,
namely ROC-AUC and Precision-Recall-AUC (Brownlee, 2020). Additional, macroaveraging of the F1-scores can be used to better understand the model’s weaknesses
and strengths for each of the classes (Jurafsky and Martin, 2020). Macro-averaging
uses the average of the F1-scores, weighting each class as of equal importance.
True Positive Rate (TPR) can be explained as the ratio of correctly predicted positivelabels, referred to as True Positives, to all actual positive-labels in the total dataset,
referred to as the sum of True Positives and False Negatives as defined in (5).
A high TPR can be interpreted as the model’s predictions are highly complete and
therefore less likely to miss an actual positive-labelled data-point.
T PR =

T ruePositives
T ruePositives + FalseNegatives

(5)

False Positive Rate (FPR) can be explained as the ratio of wrongly predicted positivelabels, referred to as False Positives, to all actual negative-labels in the total
dataset, referred to as the sum of False Positives and True Negatives as defined in (6). A high FPR can be interpreted as the model’s prediction are highly
inaccurate and therefore more likely to mistake negative-labelled data-points for
positive-labelled data-points.
FPR =

FalsePositive
FalsePositive + T rueNegatives

(6)

ROC Curve can be explained as the relationship between TPR and FPR using different probability thresholds for the cut-off function for labelling based on the predicted probabilities of the model, as visualised in the left graph in Figure 8. The
“No-skill”-curve is based on two thresholds, either only predicting negative-labels
[0,0] or only predicting positive-labels [1,1]. The ROC-AUC is calculated as the area
under the ROC-curve as a score between 0 and 1. A high ROC-AUC can be interpreted as the model’s predictions of both classes have minimal misclassifications
and maximal correct predictions.
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Precision-Recall Curve can be explained as the relation between Precision and
Recall using different probability thresholds for the cut-off function for labelling
based on the predicted probabilities of the model, as visualised in the right graph in
Figure 8. The “No-skill”-curve is based on a model that always predicts a positivelabel, and thus equal to the proportion of actual positive-labelled data-points in
the total dataset. The PR-AUC is calculated as the area under the Precision-Recall
curve as a score between 0 and 1. A high PR-AUC can be interpreted as the model’s
predictions of the positive-class has minimal misclassifications and maximal correct
predictions and is significantly better than a "No-Skill" model.

Figure 8: Left: Example of a ROC-Curve from a random Logistic-model and "No-Skill" curve.
The ROC-AUC is the area under the Logistic-curve. Right: Example of a PR-Curve
from a random Logistic-model and "No-Skill" curve. The PR-AUC is the area under
the Logistic-curve (Brownlee, 2020).
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5

F I N E -T U N I N G A S E Q U E N C E
CLASSIFIER

In the following sections, the overall approach and training of the climate-classifier
KlimaBERT will be presented. First, the design and training of the model will be
described. Second, the specific pipeline and performance of the model will be presented. In addition, the second section will include the final overview of the model,
including performance measurements and the scoring of the unlabelled datasets
FT-Meetings and FT-Votes.

5.1

preparing the training data and validation
of the model

As described in Section 4.3, a manually labelled dataset is created as a result of
the labelling process depicted in Figure 5. It contains approximately 1.000 manually labelled data-points consisting of both political quotes and vote summaries
from the Danish Parliament’s official online resources (Folketinget, 2022d,a). The
labelled dataset is split into training- and test-splits, respectively, representing 80%
and 20% of the total dataset. In total, 550 data-points are climate-related. Supporting guidelines within the field argue for the need of cross-validation to include most
of the information of the relatively limited dataset (Tokuç, 2021). Stratified five-fold
cross-validation is used to skip holding-out data-points in the test set when training,
while ensuring an equal distribution of labels in each of the folds when performing
cross-validation (Scikit-learn, 2022c). Furthermore, the performance measurements
will be based on the averages of the five-fold cross-validation training of the model.
The only feature of the training data is the textual representation of a political
quote or a summary of a proposed bill. However, before any training is done, the
raw input text sequences, referred to as sequences, is transformed to tensors to be
processable for fine-tuning the model based on the transformer-architecture. As
explained in Subsection 4.2.2, DaBERT’s tokeniser is utilised to achieve this. In addition, the DaBERT-model can process sequences up to a length of 512 tokens, and
thus all sequences are truncated if longer than this. However, due to the data preparation steps described in Section 3.4, all lengthy political quotes are divided into
sequences of a maximum of six sentences. Vote summaries share this characteristic
by default and are written in approximately four to six sentences. Therefore, only
a few examples of truncated sequences should occur resulting in the great majority
of the tensors representing the sequences will contain all information from the raw
input data.
The approach used to train KlimaBERT will mainly rely on the Hugging Face-libraries
(Hugging-Face, 2022e,a) and utilise the TrainerAPI (Hugging-Face, 2022d) enabling
a training flow using custom performance metrics, batch-processing of the training
data, and the saving as well as loading of the pre-trained NLP-model. The exact
training arguments are listed in the custom Python script "climate_classifier/
fine_tuning/klimaBERT.ipynb". In conclusion, the sequence-classification model,
KlimaBERT, will be able to take a single sequence as input and assign it a predicted
class label either "climate-related" or "non climate-related".
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5.2

fine-tuning flow, pipeline and performance
metrics

As previously stated, KlimaBERT will be the first NLP model for Danish texts capable of identifying climate-related quotes and votes from the Danish Parliament.
This is one of the fundamental contributions of the thesis and is required to answer
sub-question II. Additionally, the model is required to create the labelled datasets
FT-Meetings and FT-Votes required to answer the overall research question. The exact pipeline used to fine-tune the sequence-classifier following the aforementioned
approach is in the custom Python script "climate_classifier/fine_tuning/klimaBERT.ipynb". In general, the flow follows the steps as depicted in Figure 9. The fivefold cross-validation results in the fine-tuning flow being run five times, once for
each model trained. However, a data-point will only occur in the test split once, and
therefore the final training can include the information of all approximately 1.000
labelled data-points and skips the hold-out (Tokuç, 2021).

Figure 9: Training flow of the sequence-classification model, KlimaBERT, using transferlearning from DaBERT to perform classification of political quotes and votesummaries from the Danish Parliament and assign the predicted class labels
"climate-related" or "non climate-related". The DaBERT model and tokeniser are
loaded remotely using Hugging Face Hub (Hugging-Face, 2022b).

The evaluation of the performance metrics and misclassification analysis are central indicators for the sufficiency of the labelling process. After each active learning
iteration, decisions can be made if the labelled dataset has apparent deficiencies
unable to represent the variance in the unseen datasets. This has resulted in the
improvement of the sequence-classification model over four different versions. The
intermediate results of fine-tuning the sequence-classifier are depicted in Table 5.
As described in Section 3.2 various initial models were developed to explore the
problem space with different data sources, hereunder Version 0 and 1. However,
when including data from Twitter and not solely from the Danish Parliament, the
performance drops. I argue that this is driven by significant differences in the language patterns which indicate if a text is climate-related on social media compared
to in the Danish Parliament, e.g., the use of hashtags and more informal language
on Twitter. The final version 2.1 of KlimaBERT is the result of using the active learning approach. For example, a major flaw of Version 2.0 was identified where the
majority of texts containing "Covid-19" are classified as climate-related, which was
corrected in Version 2.1 and improved the model’s performance.
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Version

Data source(s)

Climate

Metrics

200

NonClimate
500

0.0

Gigaword

1.0

Folketinget-Meetings,
Twitter

400

600

F1:
0.82,
Prec.: 0.80,
Recall: 0.84

2.0

Folketinget-Meetings,
Folketinget-Votes

500

500

F1:
0.92,
Prec.: 0.89,
Recall: 0.95

2.1

Folketinget-Meetings,
Folketinget-Votes

550

445

F1:
0.97,
Prec.: 0.97,
Recall: 0.97

F1:
0.91,
Prec.: 0.98,
Recall: 0.85

Table 5: Improvements of the sequence-classification model, KlimaBERT, by major versions.
The performance metrics are recall, precision, and F1-score for the positive class
"climate-related". The default setup for the TrainerAPI for sequence-classification
were used, e.g., training for three epochs (Hugging-Face, 2022d)

As described in Subsection 4.2.3, the positive class is defined as "climate-related"
and is labelled as 1, while the majority class will be defined as "non climate-related"
and labelled as 0. Based on previously defined performance measurements, the
quality of KlimaBERT will be evaluated using F1-Score, Precision and Recall for
the positive class. An initial training of the model is performed to identify the optimal number of epochs and is based on a qualitative assessment of the training- and
validation-loss as well as the performance metrics. Figure 10 shows the development of these metrics’ cross-validation averages by epoch when training KlimaBERT
Version 2.1 for a maximum of 30 epochs. The training loss based on the training set
is defined as Train loss, and the validation loss based on the test set is defined as
Eval loss.

Figure 10: Initial training of the KlimaBERT-model to identify the optimal number of epochs
yielding the best level of both training- and validation-loss as well as performance
metrics. The optimal cut-off is set to four epochs and results in the highlighted
losses and metrics.
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In general, the labelled dataset used to train the sequence-classifier results in high
performance metrics after just one epoch of training. Subsequently, the F1-score,
Precision, and Recall remain relatively stable with means (standard deviation) of
0.97 (0.005), 0.97 (0.011), and 0.96 (0.012), respectively. Because of the relatively stable performance metrics, I choose the cut-off on four epochs mainly based on the
intersection of the two loss curves before the evaluation loss is beginning to increase
due to overfitting.
In conclusion, the best-performing model is KlimaBERT Version 2.1 trained for four
epochs. The sequence-classifier achieves an F1-score of 0.97 and loss of 0.19 when
predicting whether texts from the Danish Parliament are climate-related. I assess
the model to be of high quality based on the high performance metrics and comparable performance of its English counter-part ClimateBERT, performing sequenceclassification with an F1-score of 0.99 and loss of 0.16 (Webersinke et al., 2021).
Therefore, I argue the model is sufficiently fit to score the unlabelled datasets
FT-Meetings and FT-Votes with a high truth value. As previously stated, KlimaBERT
will be applied to create the first annotated datasets from the Danish Parliament
with labels indicating if political quotes or votes are climate-related. However,
according to the model’s Precision, approximately 3% of the predicted climaterelated texts are wrong. Furthermore, according to the model’s Recall, approximately 3% of the actual climate-related texts in the datasets are not found. The
analysis of the newly created datasets by the KlimaBERT-model will be analysed in
the following chapter.
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6

A N A LY S I S O F T H E L A B E L L E D
DATA S E T S

In the following sections, the datasets FT-Meetings and FT-Votes are analysed. The
findings from analysing the political quotes and votes from the Danish Parliament
will be described and assessed to answer sub-question III. The analytical approach
will be presented in each of the sections. In general, the answers to sub-question III
will consist of insights about the politicians’ engagement in climate-related topics
as well as overall patterns describing the Danish Parliament.

6.1

ft-meetings

This section will focus on the following three analytical points of interest.
• General descriptive findings and distributions in the dataset
• Mapping of clusters based on the politicians’ embeddings
• Temporal development of climate-related political quotes in parliament
6.1.1 General findings and distributions in the dataset
Compared to the more general descriptions of the data presented in Chapter 3,
this subsection will present a more detailed description. The detailed description
is based on the normalisation of the political quotes and the use of the newly created labels by the KlimaBert-model. In the period between the first meeting of the
dataset in October 2012 and last meeting in March 2022 a total of 335.170 normalised
political quotes are recorded in the parliament. The quotes are extracted from the
1.091 transcribed meetings and include statements from 406 unique politicians distributed between 18 different parties or non-attached members of parliament, denoted as "uden for folketingsgrupperne (UFG)" in the datasets. Out of the 335.170
political quotes, 17.226 are climate-related as annotated by KlimaBERT.
As mentioned in Section 3.2, the political quotes from the official transcribed meetings in parliament have varying length, and thus, longer statements have been normalised to the average length of maximally six sentences. Additionally, all quotes
are adjusted and corrected to align with the official guidelines for official documents
of the government and public agencies (Folketingetstidende, 2013). I argue that this
alignment will result in a higher degree of similar phrasing of the political quotes
across politicians. Although this might mask individual speaking patterns and the
use of informal words, the content and topics of the quotes will be of central character when making distinctions between politicians. This will be further analysed,
when looking at the embeddings of the politicians’ historical quotes in the parliament.
Based on the 335.170 normalised political quotes in FT-Meetings, the average politician has 818 political quotes and 492 based on the median. Filtering for exclusively
climate-related quotes, these numbers are 52 and 15, respectively. Two different
distributions depicting the ascending-sorted order of all the politicians’ number of
quotes in parliament are visualised in Figure 11. The cumulative sum is shown on
the second axis, and the 25%- 50%- and 75%-percentiles are highlighted with the
horizontal lines.
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Figure 11: Distributions of number of political quotes by politician. The left plot shows for
all political quotes in parliament in the period from 2012 to 2022, where the right
plot only shows climate-related political quotes.

The overall distribution of the political quotes depicted in the plot on the left
shows that 69 politicians, equivalent to 17% of the total 406 unique politicians in
the total dataset, are responsible for 50% of the political quotes in the Danish Parliament. In example, of the politicians with the most political quotes in the parliament
are Mette Frederiksen (S), Lars Løkke Rasmussen (V) and Finn Sørensen (EL) with
3.857, 3.583, 4.544 political quotes, respectively. The politicians with the most political quotes have generally held titles such as "Minister of (...)", "Prime Minister" and
"Spokesperson of (...)", or have a high seniority (Folketinget, 2022c).
The climate-related distribution depicted in the plot on the right shows that 27
politicians, equivalent to 8% of the total 325 unique politicians in the climate-related
subset, are responsible for 50% of the climate-related quotes in the Danish Parliament. As an example, the top three politicians with most climate-related political
quotes are Søren Egge Rasmussen (EL), Lars Christian Lilleholt (V), Dan Jørgensen
(S) with 812, 808, and 408 climate-related quotes, respectively. All three have held
titles such as "Minister of Climate (...)" or "Spokesperson of Climate" (Folketinget,
2022c).
The custom Python script used to explore the general findings and distributions
of the dataset FT-Meetings can be found in "data_analysis/ft_meetings.ipynb".
Furthermore, the general findings and distributions will be supported by a more
detailed analysis in Subsection 6.1.3 looking at the politicians’ proportion of climaterelated quotes and the development over the 10-year period. Additionally, the embeddings created in the following subsection explore how different politicians and
parties speak about climate-related topics compared to each other, and thus how
much they speak about climate-related topics will be of less relevance.
6.1.2 Politician-embeddings
In this subsection, the politician-embeddings containing all climate-related political quotes by each individual politician will be analysed. The embeddings are
created using the approach of pooling word-embeddings into average sequenceembeddings as defined in Section 4.4. The embeddings are analysed to identify
patterns on how the politicians speak about climate-related topics in the Danish
Parliament as defined in sub-question III.
Only politicians from one of the nine biggest parties based in the time interval from
2012 to 2022 are analysed. Based on the number of members, these parties are identified as Alternativet (ALT), Dansk Folkeparti (DF), Enhedslisten (EL), Konservative
Folkeparti (KF), Liberal Alliance (LA), De Radikale Venstre (RV), Socialdemokratiet
(S), Socialistisk Folkeparti (SF), and Venstre (V).

6.1 ft-meetings

Due to the high-dimensionality of the embeddings, Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) is applied to transform the embeddings’ 500 dimensions into a 2-dimensional
representation which can be easily plotted (Geron, 2019). However, the transformation to a lower dimensional-space is at the cost of variance in the data, and the
2-dimensional representation only account for approximately 30% of the variance.
The custom Python script used to transform the dimensions and calculate the explained variances can be found in "data_analysis/embeddings/embedding_cluster.ipynb". In Figure 12 each individual politician who has spoken about climaterelated topics in the Danish Parliament are plotted on a politician-level and on a
party-level, respectively.
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Figure 12: 2-dimensional representations of the politician-embeddings plotted relatively.
The left plot shows the politician-embeddings for each individual politician,
where the right plot shows the average politician-embeddings within each party
with the standard deviations reflected in the size of each data-point.

The plots indicate the largest relative distance between Alternative (ALT) and
Dansk Folkeparti (DF). The parties Konservative Folkeparti (KF) and Socialistisk
Folkeparti (SF), as well as Socialdemokratiet (S) and Venstre (V) are placed relatively close, indicating that they share similar ways of speaking about climaterelated topics in the parliament. However, it should be noted that the combination
of relatively high standard deviations and relatively low explained variance result
in a high degree of uncertainty regarding the patterns illustrated in Figure 12 above.
The findings from the politician-embeddings will be supported by the findings in
the following subsection. The same nine parties are included in the analysis of the
engagement in climate-related topics in the Danish Parliament.
6.1.3 Temporal development
In this subsection, the temporal development of the engagement in climate-related
topics in the Danish Parliament is analysed. Furthermore, the parties that have historically supported a Socialdemokratiet (S) government are referred to as left-wing
parties. While the parties who have historically supported a Venstre (V) government are referred to as right-wing parties.
As seen in Figure 13, there has been an overall increase in the proportion of climaterelated quotes in the period from 2012 to 2022. The all-time maximum of the interval is in 2022 of 8.7% compared to the all-time minimum in 2012 of 1.7%, and
equals an increase in the proportion of climate-related quotes of more than 400%.
The average proportion of the 10-year interval is 5.2% of quotes are climate-related
out of all quotes in the period.
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Figure 13: Temporal development of the proportion of quotes about climate-related topics
out of all quotes in the time-interval 2012 to 2022. Please note, the red indicates a
left-wing government and the blue indicates a right-wing government.

The political-wing leading the government is visualised by giving the colour red
to left-wing governments, showing that they were the constituted government from
2011 to 2014, and 2019 to present, while blue represents the right-wing government,
showing that they were the constituted government from 2015 to 2018 (Folketinget,
2022c). Figure 13 indicates that the proportions of climate-related quotes do not
develop within the four-year term a given government is elected in, but instead
develop between each change of government. There may be multiple reasons, but
I argue one of the drivers is the amount of climate-related political initiatives proposed by the incumbent government. This is due to a great deal of the quotes
in the parliament are addressing the proposed changes by the incumbent government, from new regulations, e.g., changes to the Finance Act, to changes in political
agreements, e.g., Covid-19 related restrictions. If new regulations are minimally
climate-related or the political focus are centred about non climate-related topics, it
will result in a lower proportion of climate-related quotes. As seen above, the decline from 2019 to 2020 and 2021 was 1.3%-point and 2.1%-point, respectively. In the
same years, the proportion of quotes mentioning "covid" or "corona" was 8.8% and
7.0%, respectively, compared to 0% in all previous years. This indicates the trade-off
between the political concerns addressed in the parliament. As an example, discussions of climate-related actions were postponed due to the immediate responses to
Covid-19 which resulted in the postponement of COP26 in 2020 (UNFCC, 2020).
As seen in Figure 14, the parties in the Danish Parliament have varying proportions of climate-related quotes out of their total number of quotes. From Alternativet (ALT) having the highest average of 13.2% climate-related quotes to Dansk
Folkeparti (DF) having the lowest average of 2.3% in the time interval from 2012
to 2022. These findings are reflected in the 2-dimensional politician-embeddings
depicted in Figure 12 where these parties had the largest relative distance. I argue,
that Figure 12 in combination with Figure 14 can be utilised to create a simplified
climate-axis of the Danish political parties showing their level of engagement in
climate-politics listed from high to low: ALT, RV, SF, EL, S, LA, V, KF, DF. A similar
axis made by a Danish expert panel portraying the parties’ prioritisation of climatepolitics are as follows: ALT, RV, S, SF, EL, KF, V, DF, LA (Gøttsche, 2018).
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Figure 14: Temporal development by parties of their respective proportions of quotes about
climate-related topics out of all the given party’s quotes in the period October
2012 to March 2022. Please note the given party’s historical support for a politicalwing, i.e., left-wing (S) or right-wing (V).

A general trend is that all parties have increased the proportion of climate-related
quotes in parliament in the period. This is highly aligned with a study analysing
the Danish media coverage, where climate-related news in the same period has increased steadily from 2012 (Eskjær, 2019). Additionally, trigger-events, such as the
COP21 in 2015 hosted in Paris, were directly reflected in the media coverage. This
trend is also apparent for the political quotes, which is expressed by the leftmost
local minima for each party in exactly 2015. Further analysis of effective triggerevents driving political discussions in the parliament as well as resulting in new
progressive votes on climate-related topics should be investigated in future work.
The findings from FT-Meetings indicate a pattern that parties supporting a leftwing government compared to a right-wing government, are more likely to mention
climate-related topics in their political quotes. This is similar to the findings from
the related research of American and British politicians (Yu et al., 2021; Gabbatis,
2019). However, filtering for the most recent quotes from 2022 shows a different
order indicating the Danish right-wing is starting to engage more in climate-related
topics. Furthermore, I argue that LA’s similar proportion of climate-related quotes
to DF’s is surprising based on their average politician-embeddings. This is based
on the assumption, that LA’s embeddings are located closest to RV’s and furthest
from DF’s which are, respectively, ranked second and last in Figure 14.
In conclusion, the conducted analysis of the dataset FT-Meetings highlights inconsistencies between the level of engagement between the parties in the Danish Parliament. Both political-wings have an increasing proportion of climate-related political
quotes where the left-wing politicians historically have the highest. However, the
politician-embeddings show a pattern where each party’s closest neighbour measured by the similarity of their embeddings are often a party from the opposite
political-wing. I claim that this ambiguity emphasises the complexity of how the
politicians speak about climate-related topics, and is a relevant insight when developing the vote predicting-model in the following chapter. Therefore, both the
party-affiliations and embeddings of the politicians’ climate-related quotes are expected to contain valuable predictive information and will be included as features.
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ft-votes

This section will focus on the following three analytical points of interests of the
dataset FT-Votes and include comparisons to related findings of the dataset FT-Meetings.
• General descriptive findings and distributions in the dataset
• Mapping of clusters based on the vote summaries’ embeddings
• Temporal development of climate-related votes in parliament
6.2.1 General findings and distributions in the dataset
In the time period between the first bill of the dataset in January 2012 and last bill in
March 2022 a total of 3.438 proposed bills in the Danish Parliament are documented.
Out of the 3.438 bills, 240 are climate-related as labelled by the KlimaBERT-model.
As mentioned in Section 3.2, the politicians voting have three options and can vote
"For", "Against", or "Neither For nor Against". Alternatively, due to the clearing
agreement (Folketinget, 2022b), the politicians have the option to be absent and indirectly vote the same as their party-group. Described in numbers, approximately
40% of all votes are "Absent", both for the climate-related and non climate-related
votes. Out of the politicians actively voting, 72.3% of the climate-related votes are
"For", where 69.0% of the non climate-related votes are "For". In comparison, approximately 1.5% of all votes are "Neither For nor Against", both for the climaterelated and non climate-related votes.
Internal conflicting votes are regarded as the votes where one or multiple politicians are voting differently than the majority of their party. Out of all votes in the
Danish Parliament, approximately 0.5% of all the votes are conflicting votes, both
for the climate-related and non climate-related votes. This clearly indicates that the
Danish politicians vote identical as their party-members in almost all votes they
participate in. I suggest that this can be interpreted as party interests are prioritised
higher than personal interests. Thus, the degree of how ambitious a given politician
is when it comes to climate-politics is hardly reflected in how they personally vote
but more likely in their party membership. Therefore, the analysis of the dataset
FT-Votes will mostly focus on patterns on a party-level. This is due to the fact, that
Danish politicians almost always vote identically within each of the parties.
Elaborating on the patterns of absence in the Danish Parliament, two clear patterns are present in the historic data. Firstly, ministers, party leaders, or members
with high party-seniority tend to have the highest absence. Secondly, there is no
significant difference of attendance when comparing votes on climate-related topics
to non climate-related topics. However, the ministers, party leaders, and members
with high party-seniority tend to attend climate-related votes more frequently than
non climate-related votes.
In Figure 15 and 16 two DataFrames are depicted showing the top-10 most absent
politicians when voting in the Danish Parliament. Most absent is defined as the
lowest proportion of presence, referred to as overall_presence, out of the total
number of votes the politician could have participated in, referred to as no_votes.
Outliers are removed such as the politicians covering a temporary position in the
Danish Parliament and not originally elected. Further, the pattern that high seniority members are the most absent are especially seen in Figure 16 where 4/10 of
the politicians had the possibility to participate in all 240 climate-related votes. All
calculations and filtering of the dataset can be found in the custom Python script
"data_analysis/ft_vote.ipynb".

6.2 ft-votes

Figure 15: Absence from votes in the Danish Parliament from 2012 to 2022.

Figure 16: Absence from climate-related votes in the Danish Parliament from 2012 to 2022.

6.2.2 Vote-embeddings
The vote-embeddings are created using the approach as defined in Section 4.4. The
embeddings are analysed to identify patterns in the climate-related bills from the
Danish Parliament as defined in sub-question III. In Figure 17 the embeddings are
plotted in a 2-dimensional space using PCA both unclustered and attempted clustered. The custom Python script "data_analysis/embeddings/embedding_cluster.ipynb" is used to create the embeddings and clustering the data-points.
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Figure 17: 2-dimensional representations of the vote-embeddings plotted using PCA. The
left plot shows the climate-related votes unclustered, where the right plot shows
the climate-related votes fit into one of three clusters.
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The plots indicate a varying variance of each cluster’s embeddings, and overall, a relative difference between the 240 climate-related bills. Based on an analysis
of the assigned clusters, I discovered no apparent topics or type of proposed bill,
unique for each cluster. In other words, I can’t immediately explain the different clusters. Further, it is noticeable that the vote-embeddings are not completely
randomly distributed. I assume that this indicates the vote-embeddings contain
information about underlying patterns of the climate-related bills. Therefore, utilising the vote-embeddings in the vote predicting-model developed in the following
chapter might lead to an increased performance.
6.2.3 Temporal development
In this subsection, the temporal development of the proportion of climate-related
votes in the Danish Parliament is analysed. This includes the development of the
voting-consensus of the parties within the parliament, measured as the proportion
of "For" votes for each proposed bill.
As seen in the following figure, there has been a decline in the proportion of climaterelated bills proposed in the Danish Parliament in the period from 2012 to 2018.
Further, since 2018 there has been an increase in the proportion of climate-related
bills. The all-time maximum of the interval is in 2020 where 13.1% are climaterelated, compared to the all-time minimum in 2018 where 4.3% are climate-related
as labelled by KlimaBERT. Overall, there has been a neutral to slightly increase in the
development of climate-related bills in the chosen time interval from 2012 to 2022.
The average percentage of climate-related bills is measured to 7.5%. Compared to
the steady increase of the development of the proportion of climate-related quotes
in the Danish Parliament, the same increasing development is not existing for the
voting-data. This indicates that a higher degree of political engagement in climaterelated discussions does not necessarily result in a higher amount of climate-related
proposed bills. I find this as a central finding when measuring the political efforts
done to fight climate change, and merely talking about the problem does not automatically result in new climate-friendly political initiatives.
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Figure 18: Temporal development of the proportion of votes on climate-related topics in the
time interval from 2012 to 2022. Please note, red indicates a left-wing government
and the blue indicates a right-wing government.
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The political-wing leading the government is visualised identically to Figure 13
where the red colour represents a left-wing government and the blue colour represents a right-wing government. The connection between which political-wing
is leading the government and the proportion of votes on climate-related topics
should be further analysed using more qualitative methods. A more qualitative
analysis can lead to insights on which drivers are significant when a climate-related
bill is being initially proposed in the Danish Parliament, e.g., efforts done by the
opposition, supporting parties, or current government. Nevertheless, I expect the
party-affiliations of the politicians to be valuable, especially when politicians are
participating in a voting their own party has helped to initiate.
Figure 19 includes two plots which depict the temporal development of the proportions of all votes in the Danish Parliament. The top plot shows a steady decline
of the percentage of agreeing politicians driven by an overall increase of politicians
voting "Against". Further, the neutral development of politicians voting "Neither
For nor Against" is shown in the bottom plot. The development of the percentages of politicians voting "For" and "Neither For nor Against" are depicted for both
climate-related and non climate-related votes.
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Figure 19: Temporal development of the vote-results in the time-interval from 2012 to 2022.
The left plot shows the overall percentage of "For" votes, where the right plot
shows the percentage of "Neither For nor Against".
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Based on the top plot in Figure 19, the votes on climate-related topics have a
higher percentage of "For" votes compared to on non climate-related topics. As
seen, the bottom plot indicates no clear pattern for the percentage of "Neither For
nor Against" votes. This indicates that the percentage of "Neither For nor Against"
votes is unaffected by the topic of the votes. In the period, the mean (median) percentages of "For" and "Neither For nor Against" votes for the climate-related votes
are 67.8% (70.6%) and 1.7% (1.5%), respectively. The mean (median) percentages of
"For" and "Neither For or Against" votes for the non climate-related votes are 66.5%
(68.0%) and 1.7% (1.6%), respectively. The higher degree of consensus on climaterelated votes can reflect a common interest of politicians across all parties to enact
climate-friendly policies. This is further supported by the national debates from the
latest Danish parliamentary elections in 2019, where all parties emphasised their
ambitious climate-politics (Secher, 2019). In Figure 20 the temporal development of
the percentage of "For" votes on climate-related topics is depicted for each party.
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Figure 20: Temporal development of the percentage of "For" votes in the time-interval from
2012 to 2022 ranked by party. Please note the given party’s historical support for
a political-wing, i.e., left-wing (S) or right-wing (V).

As seen in Figure 14 depicting the climate-related political quotes for each party,
Figure 20 also depicts that the different parties have distinct distributions. There is
a pattern that the politicians in the left-wing parties are more likely to vote "For"
when participating in a climate-related vote. I interpret this as a higher willingness
to enact climate-politics. However, it should be noted that the government in the
time interval from 2012 to 2022 has primarily been a left-wing government. Additionally, Figure 14 indicates that Alternativet (ALT), the party with the highest
proportion of climate-related political quotes, has the second-lowest willingness to
enact climate-politics. These findings will be further discussed in Chapter 8.
In conclusion, the conducted analysis of the dataset FT-Votes highlight that the
climate-related bills are interpreted differently by the politicians. This is based on
the difference between the vote-embeddings and the varying degrees of consensus from party to party. The consensus has steadily decreased through the chosen period, measured as the percentage of "For" votes. Furthermore, the politicians will mostly vote identically within each party-group and rarely votes "Neither For nor Against". In summary, besides the politicians’ party-affiliations, the
vote-embeddings should be included as features in the vote predicting-model. I
argue that this can help portray the different interpretations of a proposed bill by
comparing each vote-embedding to each of the politician-embeddings.
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7

VOTE PREDICTING-MODEL

In the following sections, the overall approach and design of the vote predictionmodel will be presented. Firstly, the architecture of the model and selection of features will be defined. Secondly, the training flow and performance of a classificationmodel solely using the vote-summaries, referred to as the Summary-model, will be
presented. Hereafter the training flow and performance of the vote predictionmodel using additional features, referred to as the VP-model, will be presented.
Lastly, the final model overview, performance measurements, and key components
of the best performing version of the VP-model will be summarised.
The architecture of the VP-model has a clear dependency on the Summary-model.
Therefore, identical splits of training- and test-data are used for both models. As
described in Section 4.5, the VP-model utilises the information gained from an
NLP-model able to contextualise the vote summaries in relation to the outcome
of the vote. More specifically, the Summary-model’s output is a predicted probability
whether a politician will vote either "For" or "Against" a given vote. This enables the
trained model to transform a vote summary into a predicted probability score. The
model’s ability to transform the vote summaries into a simple numeric representation makes the summaries easily processable by the VP-model trained as a Random
Forest Classifier. However, the predicted probabilities score for a given politician
voting "For" can be expressed in different ways, namely as an overall average for all
politicians, as a party average for all politicians within the same party, or as individually probabilities scores for each politician. The chosen input of the Summary-model
will be described in the Section 7.2.
The overall approach for training the VP-model is depicted in Figure 21.

Figure 21: Training flow of the vote prediction-model (VP-model) able to predict how the
individual politicians vote on climate-related votes from the Danish Parliament.
A sequence-classifier is initially trained able to transform vote summaries into
predicted probabilities for a voting-outcome. The remaining selected features are
transformed before training the model in various experiments.
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7.1

feature selection and preparing the training data

The climate-subsets of the two datasets FT-Meetings and FT-Votes only consisting
of climate-related political quotes and votes are used to train the vote predictionmodel. Further, only the vote summaries from the climate-related subset of FT-Votes
are used to train the Summary-model. The Summary-model can predict how a given
politician will vote based on their historical voting-data to answer sub-question IV.
Based on the analytical findings from Chapter 6, additional features are included to
investigate how a given politician’s quotes are reflected in their voting-patterns to
answer sub-question V. I assume that an improvement of performance by including
the information from the political quotes can be interpreted as a causation between
how the politicians talk about climate-related topics and how they vote.
To improve the performance of the Summary-model based on the historical votingdata, selected features from the climate-subsets of both FT-Meetings and FT-Votes
are used. These features include the politician-embeddings and vote-embeddings.
Additionally, based on the analytical findings indicating patterns of identical voting
behaviour within each party, the party-affiliation of the voting politician is included.
To help detect alliances of parties aligned on climate-related topics, the party proposing a given bill, referred to as vote-caller, is also included. All model-specific feature engineering of the selected features will be described in the respective model’s
sections. The overview of the selected features for the model-experiments are listed
in Table 6.
Feature

Source

Summary- VPmodel
model

Vote-summary
Vote-caller
Vote-embedding
Politician-embedding
Party-affiliation

FT-Votes
FT-Votes
FT-Meetings
FT-Meetings
Both

X ——->

X
(X)
(X)
(X)
(X)

Table 6: Overview of selected features from the datasets used to train the vote predictionmodels. The summaries included in the VP-model are transformed by the
Summary-model, indicated by the arrow, and represented as predicted probabilities.

Various experiments are performed to identify the best performing VP-model.
Therefore, the selected features are only included in the training of the final model
if the performance increases. This is illustrated with the use of parentheses in Table
6. The VP-model trained solely using the vote-summaries will be used as benchmark
when measuring the change in performance.

7.2

training of the vote prediction-model only
using vote-summaries

The ultimate goal of the model is regarded as being able to predict how a given
politician will vote based on their historical votes on climate-related topics. Based
on the general findings from the analysis of the FT-Votes dataset in Section 6.2,
only approximately 1.5% of all votes are "Neither For nor Against". Politicians can
also legally abstain from a vote due to the clearing agreement in the Danish Parliament (Folketinget, 2022b) and should not be considered an active vote. Therefore,
I have decided to exclude all votes labelled as "Neither For nor Against" or "Absent".
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The model can be defined as a binary classification-model able to predict whether
a politician will vote either "For" or "Against" on a given vote. It is argued, that
this will improve the generalisation of the Summary-model by reducing the number
of labels, which typically results in an increased performance when adjusting for
noisy minority labels (Mudiyanselage and Bandara, 2018). However, the increased
performance on predicting "For" and "Against" comes with the cost of not being
able to predict the neutrality of a politician on a given vote.
When determining the desired properties of the model, three major approaches
are examined:
• Macro level: Aggregate all voting data and train a single model, that can
create prediction probabilities on how the politician will vote on average
• Meso level: Consolidate voting data per party and train a model for each
party, that can create prediction probabilities on how each party will vote on
average
• Micro level: Group voting data per politician and train a model for each politician, that can create prediction probabilities on how each politician will vote
individually
I have decided to use the Meso level-approach when training the Summary-model. I
base my decision on the different levels’ performances, presented in Appendix A.6.
Here, the models on a Meso level reaches higher performance compared to both
the Macro- and Micro-level, while having a lower variance compared to models for
each politician. The Meso level-approach requires a model for each party, and therefore requires nine times the storage space compared to the Macro level-approach.
However, compared to the Micro level-approach which requires a model for each
politician, I consider the chosen approach significantly less complex. My decision
is further supported by the findings from Section 6.2 which describe all politicians
vote identically within their party-group in approximately 99.5% of all the votes
they participate in. Using the Meso level-approach, the developed pipeline and
performance metrics will be described in the following subsection.
7.2.1 Summary-model: Training flow and performance metrics
In order to train the model able to perform binary classification as mentioned above,
a similar approach to the training of KlimaBERT in Chapter 5 will be applied for
the Summary-model. Specifically, the model will be trained to perform sequenceclassification where the input sequences are defined as the vote summaries and the
target labels are defined as the vote-outcome for a given party. The positive class is
defined as the "Against"-votes representing approximately 25% of the total training
set and will be labelled as 1. Consequently, the majority class will be defined as the
"For"-votes, and labelled as 0.
The exact pipeline used to train each party’s Baseline-model can be found in the
custom Python script "vote-predictor/BL/baseline_flow.ipynb" and follow the
overall steps.
Firstly, the train- and test-splits are loaded and all columns but the vote summaries
and vote-outcomes are excluded. The DaBERT-model and -tokeniser are loaded and
used to transform the raw input data into tensors. A party-specific model is trained
for each party and its performance is measured. As described in Section 4.5 the chosen performance metrics for the vote prediction-model will be measured by using
the additional metrics, PR-AUC, ROC-AUC, and the macro F1-score. The performance
of each of the nine selected parties’ models are listed in Table 7.
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Party (abbreviation)

ROCAUC
0.73
0.72
0.64
0.67
0.63
0.71
0.75
0.67
0.75

F1macro
0.6
0.71
0.54
0.61
0.57
0.66
0.68
0.60
0.79

Precision
0.41
0.60
0.33
0.44
0.50
0.43
0.53
0.50
0.88

Recall

F1

Socialdemokratiet (S)
Venstre (V)
Socialistisk Folkeparti (SF)
Radikale Venstre (RV)
Enhedslisten (EL)
Konservative Folkeparti (KF)
Dansk Folkeparti (DF)
Liberal Alliance (LA)
Alternativet (ALT)

PRAUC
0.52
0.57
0.45
0.45
0.48
0.55
0.54
0.66
0.80

0.39
0.53
0.22
0.39
0.35
0.53
0.53
0.61
0.58

0.40
0.56
0.27
0.41
0.41
0.48
0.53
0.55
0.73

Mean of Summary-model
Standard deviation

0.56
0.11

0.70
0.05

0.64
0.07

0.51
0.16

0.46
0.13

0.48
0.12
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Table 7: Overview of each party-specific Summary-model’s performance measured by
the chosen metrics. The computation time of training each model is approximately 8 minutes for 5 epochs. See the specific training arguments used in
vote-predictor/BL/baseline_flow.ipnyb

The different models have varying success in predicting the historical climaterelated votes in the Danish Parliament. The model only using the vote summaries
to predict Alternativet’s (ALT) votes is the best performing model with a PR-AUC
of 0.8 and ROC-AUC of 0.75. The model predicting Socialistisk Folkeparti’s (SF)
votes is the worst performing model with a PR-AUC of 0.45 and ROC-AUC of 0.64.
This indicates that only using the vote summary is only part of the solution to create
an accurate vote prediction-model. I base this on the relatively low performance of
the models, and the models are not yet leveraging the additional features expected
to contain predictive information. In conclusion, the party-specific Summary-models
can be used to transform the summary of a proposed bill into predicted probabilities
for each politician based on their party-affiliation.

7.3

training of the best performing vote predictionmodel

As previously assumed, a politician’s interpretation of a given bill is defined as
the similarity between a politician-embedding and a vote-embedding. The cosinesimilarity score between the embeddings will be used to represent their similarity.
This is possible, because the multi-dimensional embeddings can be regarded as
vectors, and the score can be calculated using the in-built method for the Word2Veclibrary (Sørensen, 2020). A high cosine-similarity score will be interpreted as the
two embeddings are highly similar. In addition, the categorical features, namely the
party affiliations of the vote caller and the politician voting, are included as features
when experimenting with the training of the VP-model.
Multiple experiments of training the model are performed to test how the performance of the vote prediction-model can be improved. To answer sub-question V
how politicians’ quotes are reflected in their voting-patterns, a baseline-model is
required. I argue that a baseline-model must share the same architecture as the
various models trained in each experiment to ensure a true and fair comparison of
the different models. The chosen baseline-model, referred to as BASELINE-model, is
defined as the VP-model being trained using solely the transformed vote summaries
by the Summary-model and will be used as the benchmark.

7.3 training of the best performing vote prediction-model
As defined in Section 4.5, the model is trained as a Random Forest Classifier from
Scikit-learn (Scikit-learn, 2022b), and each version of the vote prediction-model will
be trained using this architecture. Cross-validation is applied in each experiment to
ensure the results are robust and not affected by anomalies in the data. Stratified
five-fold cross-validation is used to ensure an equal distribution of labels in each
of the folds when performing the cross-validation (Geron, 2019). No parametertuning or model-optimisation are applied. I argue, while a better performance
could be achieved, the answers to sub-question V should be based on the improved
performance driven by including the additional features.
7.3.1 VP-model: Training flow and performance metrics
As depicted in Figure 21, the vote summaries are firstly transformed into prediction probabilities between 0 and 1. Secondly, the cosine-similarities are calculated
based on the embeddings representing the politicians’ climate-related quotes and
the embeddings representing the vote summaries. Finally, the party-affiliations of
the individual politicians as well as the party calling for the vote will be encoded
as categorical features. I argue, that there is no natural ordering between the categories, i.e., the parties in the Danish Parliament cannot be objectively ordered on
a scale based on climate-politics. Therefore, the categorical features will be transformed using One-Hot encoding (Burkov, 2019).
The exact pipeline used to train the vote prediction-model can be found in the
custom Python script "vote_predictor/VP/pipeline_v1.ipynb". As described in
Section 4.5, the chosen performance metrics for the vote prediction-model will be
measured by using the additional metrics, Precision-Recall AUC, ROC AUC, and the
macro F1-score. The performance of each of the experiments are listed in Table 8.
Model-experiments
BASELINE (BL)
BL + Embeddings
BL + Cat1 (Party)
BL + Cat2 (Vote-caller)
BL + Categoricals (1+2)
BL + All Features

PRAUC
0.54
0.54
0.57
0.55
0.61
0.62

ROCAUC
0.68
0.73
0.74
0.70
0.76
0.78

F1macro
0.64
0.69
0.68
0.67
0.68
0.72

Precision
0.46
0.55
0.51
0.50
0.53
0.60

Recall

F1

0.48
0.54
0.56
0.53
0.56
0.58

0.47
0.55
0.53
0.52
0.54
0.59

Table 8: Overview of each experiment-run, where each additional feature is tested in isolation as well as in unison in the last experiment. BL + All Features includes all
additional features as is the best performing model. Please note, Precision, Recall
and F1 are the scores for the positive class "Against".

The best performing model is the BL + All Features including all the selected features listed in Table 6. The ROC-curve and PR-curve of the best performing model is
compared to the BASELINE-model in Figure 22 and 23. All experiments’ ROC-curves
and PR-curves are shown in Appendix A.7. The varying number of data-points
in the plots are related to the number of unique predicted probabilities by each of
the models. For example, the BASELINE-model predicted 31 different unique probabilities for each of the approximately 6.500 rows in the test-set, whereas BL+All
Features predicted 101 different unique probabilities. Additionally, I have observed
that the models performing poorly often predict extremely with a 100% probability.
This results in the distributions of data-points will be more numerous for the experiments resulting in a higher amount of unique predicted probabilities and fewer
extreme predictions when varying the models’ threshold-functions to generate the
ROC-curve and PR-curve.
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Figure 22: ROC-curves for final and best performing model BL+All Features compared to
BASELINE.

Figure 23: PR-curves for final and best performing model BL+All Features compared to
BASELINE.

The different experiments all result in an improved performance when predicting the outcome of the climate-related votes in the Danish Parliament compared to
the BASELINE-model. Including the party-affiliations and vote-caller in the historical
voting-data, as done in experiment BL + Categoricals (1+2), results in a PR-AUC
of 0.61 and ROC-AUC of 0.76. This is an increase of +0.07 and +0.08 compared to the
BASELINE-model. Leveraging the embeddings by including their cosine similarities,
as done in experiment BL + Embeddings, results in a PR-AUC of 0.54 and ROC-AUC
of 0.73, equal to an increase of +0.00 and +0.05 compared to the BASELINE-model.
Finally, including the embeddings and both categorical features, as done in experiment BL + All Features, results in a PR-AUC of 0.62 and ROC-AUC of 0.78. This
is an increase of +0.08 and +0.10 compared to the BASELINE-model. The improved
performance is seen as wider curves when comparing the plots in Figure 22 and 23.
In addition, the plots show the BL + All Features-model has significantly more
possibilities of using different thresholds to achieve desired precision-recall levels
compared to the BASELINE-model.
In conclusion, I argue, that the political quotes can be leveraged to improve the
performance of a vote prediction-model based on the historical voting-data from
the Danish Parliament. This is based on BL + Embeddings performing better than
the BASELINE-model, and BL + All Features is performing better than BL + Categoricals (1+2). Furthermore, I argue, that the analytical findings from Chapter
6 indicating the importance of a politician’s party-affiliation and which party is
proposing the bill are supported by the experiments. This is based on both the
BL + Cat1 (Party) and BL + Cat2 (Vote-caller) experiments have an improved
performance compared to the BASELINE-model.
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8

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Multiple points of discussion will be presented in this section related to the methods used and the central findings of the previous chapters. More specifically, I will
discuss the limitations of the thesis, use of alternative approaches, and areas of interest for future research. This will be centred around the following points and will
be marked with a bold headline in the following paragraphs.
• Increasing the validity of the annotated datasets
• Generalization of the developed climate-classifier
• Alternative ways of embedding political quotes
• Collaborating with experts to detect additional patterns
• Using NLP tools to conduct topic-analysis of the datasets
.
Increasing the validity of the annotated datasets by an improved version of the
KlimaBERT-model.
One of the major contributions of the thesis is the two annotated datasets FTMeetings and FT-Votes. They are annotated by a classification-model with relative high, but not perfect performance. Misclassification of both political quotes
or votes are expected to be present in the datasets. These errors can in worst
case result in distorted findings and wrong key-takeaways from the analyses of
the datasets. Therefore, efforts done to improve the performance of KlimaBERT, the
classification-model used to annotate the datasets, directly improves the validity
of the datasets (Middleton, 2019). For comparison, the ClimateBERT-model (Webersinke et al., 2021), a climate-classifier for English texts, achieves an F1-score of
0.99 compared to the KlimaBERT-model that achieves an F1-score of 0.97. Currently,
KlimaBERT predicts approximately 17.000 of the political quotes as climate-related.
Based on the model’s Precision and Recall, approximately 500 (3%) of the climaterelated predictions are wrong and approximately 500 (3%) of the climate-related
quotes are labelled as non climate-related.
In total, over 1.000 climate-related quotes are expected to be mislabelled. Multiple parties in the Danish Parliament have less than 1.000 climate-related quotes
in the period from 2012 to 2022. If the same parties are over-represented in the
mislabelled set, the analytical findings might be distorted and unable to depict
true patterns about the parliament. By improving the performance of KlimaBERT to
the same performance as ClimateBERT, the number of mislabelled climate-related
quotes will be reduced to approximately 300. This is calculated based on a symmetric increase in both the Precision and Recall by 2%-points. Compared to the
voting-data, the number of mislabelled climate-related bills will be reduced from
approximately 15 to 5. I suggest the improvement of the KlimaBERT-model can be
achieved through parameter tuning, as no advanced model-optimisations are performed when training the current model. Therefore, I argue that increasing the
performance of KlimaBERT is possible and will improve the validity of especially the
annotated dataset FT-Meetings.
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Limitations of the climate-classifier when predicting texts not consisting of political quotes or vote summaries.
The KlimaBERT-model is specialised to perform sequence-classification on texts originating from the Danish Parliament. As previously stated in Table 5, one of the
initial versions of the model was trained using Twitter data. Compared to the political quotes and vote summaries from the parliament, the texts from Twitter are
written in a less formal dialect and use a different format, e.g., using hashtags,
emojis and a maximum of 280 characters. The version 1 of the KlimaBERT-model
including this source performs worse in general which indicate the limitations of
the final version 2.1 of the KlimaBERT-model. I see these limitations as being good
at labelling the texts from the parliament at the cost of inaccurately labelling texts
from other sources, e.g., tweets.
Future improvements of the KlimaBERT-model could investigate how the model
can be optimised to use more informal texts as input like the related studies using various social media sources (Yu et al., 2021; Luo et al., 2020a; Analyse og Tal,
2021). I would suggest two different approaches, where one approach could investigate how the model can use more heterogeneous texts while still remaining high
performance metrics. Alternatively, I suggest training different sequence-classifiers
trained for different types of sources based on the language of used.
Alternative ways of including the political quotes in the vote prediction-model
to increase its performance.
Besides the limitations and suggestions for future work related to the KlimaBERTmodel, important discussion points should be mentioned related to the vote predictionmodel (VP-model). The performance of the VP-model was improved by including
information about how the politicians talk about climate change. Therefore, alternative techniques of including the political quotes should be investigated to further
improve the performance of such model. One approach is training a classificationmodel using the pre-trained BERT-model, (Devlin et al., 2018) which can be customised to include non-textual features as input (Gu, 2020). This approach eliminates the need to explicitly create embeddings of the political quotes as the raw
texts can be processed by the model.
The reason why this approach was not used in the thesis is due to the DaBERTmodel’s maximum sequence length of 512 tokens. This makes it impossible to
create sequences containing all climate-related quotes by a given politician which
do not exceed this maximum length. However, a new type of model-architecture
called longformers using a modified transformer-architecture has been developed
to process larger bodies of texts with a maximum sequences length of 32.256 (Beltagy et al., 2020). To the best of my knowledge, no longformers are currently developed for Danish texts. Nevertheless, I suggest that a vote prediction-model for
political quotes in English can be developed using the longformer-architecture including non-textual features as previously done for various fine-tuned BERT-models.
Include experts in the analysis to gather additional analytical findings to increase
government transparency.
Regarding the prediction of how politicians will vote on climate-related bills, some
relevant features are most likely missed in the current setup for the VP-model.
This is because other analytical points of interest, as described in Chapter 6, exist when analysing the Danish politicians’ engagement and efforts done to fight
climate change. As far as I know, similar datasets to FT-Meetings and FT-Votes
have previously not existed. Therefore, I have been lacking insights from similar
analyses by experts with more in-depth knowledge of political sciences to better
understand the patterns hidden in the datasets.

discussion and future work
As stated in the introducing section of the thesis, one of my main goals is to increase government transparency to help the average citizens to grasp what is done
by our politicians to fight climate change. My basis for the analytical points of interest comes from a data science perspective and only uncover some of the findings
required to increase the transparency. Therefore, I suggest that future work should
be done in collaboration with political science researchers to identify additional relevant findings. I argue that this will ultimately increase government transparency
while leading to a higher performance of the vote prediction-model by including
more relevant features better capturing the voting-pattern of the Danish politicians.
Use of state-of-the-art topic analysis models to identify patterns and extract additional relevant features to improve the vote prediction-model.
A subbranch of NLP left unexplored in the thesis is the topic- and subtopic-analysis
of the political quotes and votes from the Danish Parliament. I actively chose not
to use some of the state-of-the-art techniques described in Section 2.2 to delimit
the scope of the thesis. I have focused my efforts on the creation of the annotated
datasets FT-Meetings and FT-Votes, training of the climate-classifier KlimaBERT for
Danish texts, and developing the VP-model able to include a decade’s worth of
political quotes. However, topic-analysis could uncover interesting patterns and inconsistencies hidden in the abundance of political quotes as seen in related research
(Yu et al., 2021; Dahal et al., 2019; Gabbatis, 2019). I envision that performing topicanalysis in future research, can yield even deeper insights of the annotated datasets.
Therefore, I suggest including more in-depth analysis of the climate-related quotes
and votes in the Danish Parliament to achieve an increased transparency as well
as possibly increasing the performance of the vote prediction-model by extracting
additional relevant features.
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CONCLUSION

The overall goal of this thesis has been to develop the first climate-classifier in Danish, create annotated datasets, and produce a vote prediction-model which can help
increase government transparency as well as be applied for future research within
the Danish NLP field. The overall goal has been achieved and will be described
through the answers to the research problem and related sub-questions.
The political quotes from the Danish Parliament related to climate change are identified by using a newly developed supervised machine-learning model. More specifically, the KlimaBERT-model can perform classification of text sequences and effectively identify both climate-related political quotes and votes from the Danish Parliament. The climate-classifier is developed using a pre-trained NLP model for Danish
texts called DaBERT based on the transformer-architecture. The identified climaterelated votes found by the KlimaBERT-model are used to train a model developed to
predict how Danish politicians vote on climate-related bills. By also including the
identified climate-related quotes results in the best performing model, compared to
a vote prediction-model only using the historical voting-data. Therefore, by leveraging the climate-related quotes, it is possible to more precisely predict how Danish
politicians will vote. However, other important features, such as the party proposing the bill and the party-affiliation of the voting politicians, are required to increase
the performance of the model. In conclusion, a vote prediction-model based solely
on how the Danish politicians talk about climate change is found to be insufficient
to precisely predict how they vote on climate-related bills. The conclusions to the
related sub-questions are described in the following paragraphs.
Due to the lack of annotated datasets distinguishing between climate-related and
non climate-related texts, a general definition of "climate-related" has been derived.
The definition has been effectively used to manually label a dataset of political
quotes and vote summaries. The manually labelled dataset consists of approximately 1.000 data-points and enables the training of the climate-classification model.
This model, referred to as KlimaBERT, achieves a Recall of 0.97, Precision of 0.97,
and F1-score of 0.97 when predicting whether a text is climate-related. KlimaBERT
is used to create two annotated datasets which contain all public political quotes
and votes from the Danish Parliament in the period from 2012 to 2022, respectively
FT-Meetings and FT-Votes. Both the climate-classifier and the two created datasets
are available at the repository made for this thesis (Kristensen and Gyrst, 2022).
The two newly created datasets are analysed to detect patterns about how Danish
politicians both speak about and vote on climate-related topics. With the findings of
the analysis, I seek to increase government transparency, and help portray the political engagement and efforts done to fight climate change. Overall, the engagement
in climate-related topics has been steadily increasing. Since 2012 the proportion
of climate-related quotes has increased from 1.7% in 20122 to 8.7% in 2022. The
proportion of the votes has been relatively volatile in the period from 8.6% in 2012
to 8.5% in 2022 with increases in the latest years. A general pattern is that the leftwing parties are more engaged in climate-related topics. However, based on the
most recent years, this pattern might be changing. Furthermore, the politicians will
almost exclusively vote identically within their party, unaffected by how different
the politicians within each party have talked about climate change in the parliament.
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The vote prediction-model solely using historical voting-data from the parliament
has been developed using the vote summaries, party-affiliations of the politicians,
and a description of which party proposed the bill. The model is able to predict how
a politician will vote on climate-related bills proposed in the Danish Parliament. It
is trained as a Random Forest Classifier and relies on additional data transformation steps using NLP-techniques. A sequence-classifier only using the summaries
as input is fine-tuned using the pre-trained DaBERT-model to predict how a given
politician will vote. The sequence-classifier can then be used to transform the summaries into a numeric representation processable by the Random Forest model. The
transformed summaries represent the context of the summary and probability for a
politician voting "For" on a given vote. The party-affiliation of the politician voting
as well as the party who proposed the bill are included as One-Hot encoded categorical features in the model. The model achieves a PR-AUC of 0.61, a ROC-AUC of
0.76 and a macro F1-score of 0.68.
The vote prediction-model is further improved by including information by the Danish politicians’ climate-related quotes. This indicates that the political quotes said
in the Danish Parliament are congruent with how the politicians vote. The method
used to include the climate-related quotes compares each politician’s quotes to the
vote in question. This is done by transforming both the political quotes and vote
summaries into sequence-embeddings by averaging each of the word-embeddings
created using a Danish version of the Word2Vec-model. The embeddings of the
quotes and the summaries are compared by calculating their cosine similarity and
reflects how each politician interpret the vote in question. The model achieves a
PR-AUC of 0.62, a ROC-AUC of 0.78 and a macro F1-score of 0.72. The performance of
the model is improved compared to a model only using the historical voting-data.
In conclusion, the improved performance using this method indicates a congruence
between how the Danish politicians talk about climate-related topics and how they
vote on climate-related bills proposed in the Danish parliament.
In summary, political quotes from the Danish Parliament related to climate change
have been effectively identified and analysed using NLP. Both NLP- and ML-techniques
have been used to help increase government transparency and contribute to the
Danish NLP field. The contributions include the first climate-classifier in Danish,
two annotated datasets of climate-labelled texts from the Danish Parliament, and a
method to predict how politicians vote on climate-related bills. The conducted research activities can hopefully motivate future research that can enrich the contributions of the thesis by further analysing the newly created datasets or by improving
the models and methods used.
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A
a.1

APPENDIX

danish gigaword (no twitter) - overview

Figure (Appendix:1): Text dimensions by text source in the Danish Gigaword corpus. Size in
millions of words.
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a.2 corrections of political quotes and votes in the danish parliament

a.2

corrections of political quotes and votes in
the danish parliament

Adjustments from spoken- to written language: In accordance with Folketinget
Præsidium, the official Parliamentary Bureau, subsequent adjustments to public
documents such as transcribed meetings are allowed (Folketingetstidende, 2022).
The adjustments are divided into the following categories:
• Corrections of factual and disruptive mistakes and statements
• Adaption of the spoken language to a close to spoken language and more
syntactic cohesive written language
• Mild adjustments to the language, that assures, the speaker’s intention with
statement is clear
• Corrections to the language with regard to following etiquette and formalities
Overall, the main principle is that all adjustments done by the official referent
should be limited and only done when deemed necessary. Further, all written
official transcripts follow the same guidelines as all other public institutions in Denmark, namely from “Retskrivningsordbogen” where all rules related to grammar,
formatting, and use of special characters are listed in relevance to official documents from the parliament (Folketingetstidende, 2013).
Adjustments of wrong votes: Unlike the corrections and adjustments done to
the transcriptions of the parliament meetings, no corrections are made to the voteresults in the presence of mistakenly wrong votes (Folketingetstidende, 2022). Politicians must inform the official referent if they voted wrongly, which would result in
the given politicians’ mistakes will be listed in the vote description. However, the
final result is not affected nor will be corrected after the vote has been finalised.
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a.3 inductive approach when defining "climate-related"

a.3

inductive approach when defining "climaterelated"

Figure (Appendix:2): Pictures of the inductive brainstorming session: firstly spending an
hour individually writing climate-related topics on post-it notes, secondly spending 15-minutes grouping them silently in categories, and
thirdly discussing as well as adding or changing post-it notes before
defining the overall tropes .
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a.4 conflicting outcomes of the manual labelling process

a.4

index
18
19
21
24
25
32
34
77
80
90
93
96
99
104
118
123
125
134
135
197
198

conflicting outcomes of the manual labelling
process
Topic/Tags
Miljøudvalg, vandmiljø
Miljø, vandmiljø, foruening af grundvand
Vandmiljøet tistand
Naturstyrelsen,
Naturstyrelsen, vandrådene
Randzoner
Randzoner
“Fjernvarme afgørende for fremtiden”
Fjernvarme, energiforligskredsen,
Energipolitik, energiforsyning,
Energikomission, energipolitik, energisektor
Forsyningssektor, privat forbrug vand/el/varme
Naturgas, olie, gas, oliesektoren
Energisektoren, energiforlig, energi politiske mål
Grønne strøm, energiforlig
Energipolitik
Grønne arbejdspladser, energipolitik
Energisparepakken
Energibesparelse
Miljøstyrelsen
Miljøstyrelsen, miljøpåvirkninger

Label
G:0, J:1
G:0, J:1
G:0, J:1
G:0, J:1
G:0, J:1
G:0, J:1
G:0, J:1
G:0, J:1
G:0, J:1
G:0, J:1
G:0, J:1
G:0, J:1
G:0, J:1
G:0, J:1
G:0, J:1
G:0, J:1
G:1, J:0
G:0, J:1
G:0, J:1
G:0, J:1
G:0, J:1

Outcome
Nature?
Nature?
Nature?
Nature?/0
Nature?/0
Nature?/0
Nature?/0
Energy?/1
1
Energy?
Energy?
Energy?
Energy?/1
Energy?
1
Energy?
1
Energy?
Energy?
Nature?
Nature?

Table 9: All conflicting labels made by the author (J) and a co-student (G) when manually
labelling 200 political quotes. The indices refer to the index of a political quote in
the dataset, the topic/tags are based on a discussion, and the outcome indicates if
the political quote should be labelled 0 or 1, or if it is a borderline text, e.g., energy
related referred to as "Energy?"

Example of the conflicts on different topics are listed in the following paragraphs
in their original language (Danish). The conflicts resulted in narrowing the definition of climate-related requiring the texts to be directly connected to emissions.
Index: 19 | Topic/Tags: groundwater pollution | Outcome: borderline leaning
non climate-related “Jeg ved naturligvis ikke hvorfor. Det er vel formentlig ikke,
fordi man ikke er interesseret i miljøet, for det er jeg helt sikker man er, men et gæt
kunne jo være, at den videnskabelige rapport, hvor alene den faglige sammenfatning er på 86 sider, var sendt ud i forvejen. Den viste på alle afgørende parametre,
at det kun går en vej, nemlig fremad, for vandmiljøet med markant mindre kvælstof,
mindre fosfor, færre alger, mindre med pesticider i grundvandet, øget sigtedybde,
og som der står helt præcist”
Index: 77 | Topic/Tags: District heating, Future | Outcome: borderline leaning
climate-related “Tak for det. I dag diskuterer vi jo fjernvarme. Vi diskuterer, hvordan den skal udvikle sig i fremtiden, og jeg tror, at vi er relativt enige, i hvert fald i
overskrifter, om, at fjernvarmen er ret afgørende for fremtiden, men jeg synes, at der
i det forslag, regeringen har lagt frem, er en række usikkerheder, som jeg vil prøve
at adressere i min tale, og som jeg håber at vi også kan adressere i lovbehandlingen,
så vi får fuldstændig styr på, hvad konsekvenserne bliver. Først og fremmest vil jeg
fjernvarmen er ret afgørende for fremtiden”
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a.5 borderline texts: climate vs. non-climate

a.5

borderline texts: climate vs. non-climate

Topic

Climate-related

Biodiversity

“Stigende
temperaturer
i “Overproduktion i landbruget i
Nordafrika har ført til en føde- Nordafrika har ført til en fødevarer -og biodiversitetskrise i varer -og biodiversitetskrise i
store områder..” (created)
store områder..” (created)

Groundwater

“Et nyt studie fra Kysttilsynet “Et nyt studie fra Miljø- og
har påvist at stigende vand- Fødevarestyrelsen har påvist
stande i Nordjylland har været at brugen af pesticider i Nordmed til at påvirke grundvan- jylland har været med til at
dets kvalitet og ramt biodiver- påvirke grundvandets kvalitet,
siteten i lokalområdet ved søer og ramt biodiversiteten i
og vådområder...” (created)
lokalområdet ved søer og
vådområder...” (real)

Energy

”fjernvarmen er ret afgørende
for fremtiden, men jeg synes
ikke regeringen har gjort nok
for at gøre vores fjernvarme
mere grøn. Det ligger klart at
det er en kerneområderne for
at nedsætte vores CO2 udslip.”
(created)

Nord Sea Oil

”Statens udvinding af nordsø- ”Statens udvinding af nordsøsolie stopper fra 2050. Det er solie stopper fra 2050. Det er
nu fastlagt at nye bæredygtige nu fastlagt at nye investeringer
investeringer i to store vind- i to store vindmølleparker vil
mølleparker vil blive rullet ud blive rullet ud og klargjort til
og klargjort til 2030.” (created) 2030.” (created)

Heating
Housing

“Det at være grøn handler jo “Det at have økonomisk sans
ikke kun om at give tilskud handler jo ikke kun om at
til eksempelvis vindmøller, det give tilskud til eksempelvis
handler også om, hvordan vindmøller, det handler også
vi hver især som enkeltindi- om, hvordan vi hver især
vider opfatter og bruger de som enkeltindivider opfatter
ressourcer, der er derude, og og bruger de ressourcer, der
der betyder det også noget, er derude, og der betyder
hvordan vores boliger er op- det også noget, hvordan vores
boliger er opvarmet.” (created)
varmet og isoleret.” (real)

of

Non climate-related

”fjernvarmen er ret afgørende
for fremtiden, men jeg synes, at
der i det forslag, regeringen har
lagt frem, er en række usikkerheder, som jeg vil prøve at
adressere i min tale, og som jeg
håber at vi også kan adressere
i lovbehandlingen.” (real)

Table 10: Examples of borderline, some texts directly taken from the datasets gathered in
Section 3.3 (denoted real) and some texts hypothetical made (denoted created).

Example of climate-related texts:
Descriptive: "If we are to have just a 50 percent chance of limiting the temperature rise to 1.5 degrees, the world must, according to the UN Climate Panel, reach
net zero greenhouse gas emissions between 2060 and 2080 and by 2050 by phasing
out CO2-emissions and thus fossil fuels. Here, of course, the rich countries with the
greatest historical responsibility and the greatest capacity to adapt must take the
lead and reduce significantly faster."
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Political actions: "I know that one of the things that Liberal Alliance often listens to
is business, and business calls for climate action. Most recently this week, Information has brought a climate appeal signed by 139 prominent people from business,
the research world, civil society and politics, and a few weeks ago it was the Danish
Chamber of Commerce that demanded a CO2-tax coupled with better conditions
for business, so we can make it more expensive to pollute and cheaper to be green."
Tangible solutions: "This ambitious line is both known and recognized internationally. In addition, Denmark’s climate profile also includes the leading technological strengths within the highly efficient and climate-friendly utilization of coal, for
which Denmark is home. They secure exports and jobs in Denmark for the benefit
of the environment and the climate in the world."
Measurable consequences: "Rising temperatures in North Africa have led to a food
and biodiversity crisis in large areas."

Example of non climate-related texts:
Non-emission pollution: "We would like smaller quantities of some products in
our society, in particular carrier bags, disposable tableware and cigarettes. The
government, the Radical Left, the Socialist People’s Party, the Unity List and the
Alternative agree that more plastic must be recycled and that plastic pollution must
be reduced, as too much plastic ends up as pollution."
Human destruction of ecosystems: "We have seen that multiple companies are
catching schools of fish faster than the school is able to respawn. This results in
the number of different species and the overall population of fishes are crashing.
This problem is defined as overfishing, and today, a third of the global fisheries are
overfished where more and more are fully collapsed."
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baseline-model: macro-, meso-, and microlevel

a.6.1

Micro level performance

Politician (party)
Ellen Trane Nørby (V)
Brian Mikkelsen (KF)
Jacob Jensen (V)
Tina Nedergaard (V)
Marianne Jelved (RV)

PRAUC
0.44
0.42
0.62
0.52
0.22

ROCAUC
0.64
0.59
0.70
0.73
0.50

F1macro
0.53
0.49
0.63
0.55
0.39

Precision
0.37
0.30
0.51
0.44
0.00

Recall

F1

0.43
0.25
0.55
0.43
0.00

0.39
0.27
0.52
0.43
0.00

Table 11: Overview of five randomly chosen models based on the votes from the 100 politicians with the most votes. Please note Precision, Recall and F1 are the scores for
the positive class "Against". The computational time for training each model for
epochs was approximately 10 minutes.

a.6.2

Meso level performance

Party (abbreviation)
Socialdemokratiet (S)
Venstre (V)
Socialistisk Folkeparti (SF)
Radikale Venstre (RV)
Enhedslisten (EL)
Konservative Folkeparti (KF)
Dansk Folkeparti (DF)
Liberal Alliance (LA)
Alternativet (ALT)

PRAUC
0.52
0.57
0.45
0.45
0.48
0.55
0.54
0.66
0.80

ROCAUC
0.73
0.72
0.64
0.67
0.63
0.71
0.75
0.67
0.75

F1macro
0.6
0.71
0.54
0.61
0.57
0.66
0.68
0.60
0.79

Precision
0.41
0.60
0.33
0.44
0.50
0.43
0.53
0.50
0.88

Recall

F1

0.39
0.53
0.22
0.39
0.35
0.53
0.53
0.61
0.58

0.40
0.56
0.27
0.41
0.41
0.48
0.53
0.55
0.73

Table 12: Overview of models based on the votes from the nine chosen parties. Please note
Precision, Recall and F1 are the scores for the positive class "Against". The computational time for training each model for three epochs was approximately 1.5
hours.

a.6.3

Macro level performance

Aggregated for all politi- PRcians
AUC
Macro level-model
0.28

ROCAUC
0.50

F1macro
0.36

Precision
0.00

Recall

F1

0.00

0.00

Table 13: Overview of the single model using the votes from all the politicians to create an
aggregated model. Please note Precision, Recall and F1 are the scores for the positive class "Against", and as seen, this model always predicts "For" for the average
politician on a given vote. The computational time for training the model for three
epochs was approximately 6 hours.
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Figure (Appendix:3): PR- and ROC-curves for the BL + Embeddings.
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Figure (Appendix:4): PR- and ROC-curves for the BL + Cat1 (Party).
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Figure (Appendix:5): PR- and ROC-curves for the BL + Cat2 (Vote-caller)
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Figure (Appendix:6): PR- and ROC-curves for the BL + Categoricals (1+2).
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